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Asceticism 
  
I send you this hair-shirt to use when you find it difficult to recollect yourself at times of prayer, or 

when you are anxious to do something for the Lord. It is good for awakening love, but you are on no 
account to put it on after you are dressed, or to sleep in it. It can be worn on any part of the body, and put 
on in any way so long as it feels uncomfortable. I am rather afraid of your having it: you are so sanguine 
that the least thing will upset your circulation. But even a mere nothing like this makes one so happy when 
it is done for God, out of a love for Him like the love you are feeling now, that I don't want us to omit 
giving it a trial. When the winter is over, you can do some other little thing—I won't forget it. Write and tell 
me how you get on with this trifle. For I assure you, the more faithfully we deal with ourselves, 
remembering Our Lord's sufferings, the more of a trifle it seems to us. It makes me laugh to think how you 
send me sweets and presents and money, and I send you hair-shirts. 

Letter 163  
  
I was amused to know that your Paternity is now wanting more trials again. Do, for the love of God, let 

us have a little respite—for they involve others beside yourself! Let us give them a few days' rest! I know 
quite well that trials are meat and drink, and that a person who has once partaken of them realizes that the 
soul can have no better sustenance. But when I am not sure if they will not affect others besides the person 
who desires them, I cannot desire them for him. I mean there must be a whole world of difference between 
suffering oneself and seeing one's neighbour suffer. 

Letter 271  
  
 

Attitude, towards difficulties 
  
As to the aridity you are suffering from, it seems to me Our Lord is treating you like someone He 

considers strong: He wants to test you and see if you love Him as much at times of aridity as when He 
sends you consolations. I think this is a very great favor for God to show you. Don't let it distress you: 
perfection has nothing to do with those things—only with virtues. Your devotion will come back when you 
are least expecting it. 

Letter 329  
  
It is painful to start giving up comforts; it is a torment to have to forgo honor; even to endure a hard 

word may become intolerable: in short, the soul will never cease to be sorrowful, even unto death. But 
when it is fully resolved to die to the world, it will find itself free of these pains; there will be no fear of its 
complaining, quite the contrary. 

from ‘Conceptions of Love of God’ ch. 3  
  
Never excuse yourself save when it is most probable that you are in the right. 

from ‘Maxims’  
  
Things to do with prayer and perfection have been so much neglected in the world, through our sins, 

that I shall have to explain myself in this way. For even when they do not see the dangers people are afraid 
to walk on this road. What would they be, then, if we were to tell them about some of the dangers? 
Although, it is true, there is danger in everything, and for every reason it is needful for us to walk in fear all 
our lives long and to beg the Lord to teach us and not to forsake us, yet, as I think I have already said, if 
there are any lives in which there is much less danger than in others, it is those of persons who think often 
of God and strive after perfection. 

How often, my Lord, do You deliver us from the dangers into which we run, even though we escape 
them only to fight against You! How, then, can anyone believe that You will not deliver us when our sole 
aim is to please You and to make You our delight? For myself, I can never believe this. It might be that, for 
His own secret reasons, God would permit things to turn out in some particular way, but what is good has 
never led to evil. Let this, then, encourage us to travel more determinedly along the road in order to please 
our Spouse the better and to find Him the sooner; let it never have the effect of persuading us to give up the 
journey. It must spur us on to go boldly forward over steep mountain roads like the road of this life; it must 
not make cowards of us as we go; for sooner or later, if we walk humbly, we shall by the mercy of God 
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reach that city of Jerusalem, where all that we have suffered will be of little or no moment, by comparison 
with what we shall enjoy. 

from ‘Book of Foundations’ ch. 4  
  
 

Body, as enemy 
  
For this body of ours has one fault: the more you indulge it, the more things it discovers to be essential 

to it. It is extraordinary how it likes being indulged; and, if there is any reasonable pretext for indulgence, 
however little necessity for it there may be, the poor soul is taken in and prevented from making progress. 

from ‘Way of Perfection’ ch. 11  
  
 

Certainty, and conviction 
  
If you ask how it is possible that the soul can see and understand that she has been in God, since during 

the union she has neither sight nor understanding, I reply that she does not see it then, but that she sees it 
clearly later, after she has returned to herself, not by any vision, but by a certitude which abides with her 
and which God alone can give her. 

  
 

Change, and impermanence 
  
Before I forget, I must let you know that, since I last wrote to you, our friend’s son died: he was only a 

boy. One must never trust this life. 
Letter 19  

  
But all the joys of this life are accompanied by sorrows: if they were not, we should grow too much 

absorbed in them. 
Letter 78  

  
May the Lord grant us happiness where it endures, for any of it that we get in this life is uncertain. 

Letter 18  
  
May the grace of the Holy Spirit be ever with you and may He give you grace to profit greatly by these 

trials. I was grieved to hear of them, so I commend the matter to Our Lord, though, at the same time, I 
realize they are blessings which His Majesty is granting to those He dearly loves, in order to stir up our 
wills and teach us to hold the things of this life as nothing, since they are so mutable and unstable, and 
make us strive to gain life eternal. 

Letter 265  
  
What a miserable life is this! There is no happiness that is secure and nothing that does not change. 

Here I was, such a short time ago, thinking I would not exchange my happiness with anyone on earth and 
now the very cause of it was tormenting me so sorely that I did not know what to do with myself. Oh, if 
only we thought carefully about the things of life, we should each find by experience how little either of 
happiness or of unhappiness there is to be got from it! 

from ‘Life’ ch. 36  
  
 

Charity 
  
So ask Our Lord to grant you this perfect love for your neighbor, and allow His Majesty to work, and, if 

you use your best endeavors and strive after this in every way that you can, He will give you more even 
than you can desire. You must do violence to your own will, so that your sister's will is done in everything, 
even though this may cause you to forgo your own rights and forget your own good in your concern for 
theirs, and however much your physical powers may rebel. If the opportunity presents itself, too, try to 
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shoulder some trial in order to relieve your neighbor of it. Do not suppose that it will cost you nothing or 
that you will find it all done for you. 

from ‘Interior Castle’ V.iii  
  
 

Conscience, and remorse 
  
I assure you there are two great things—works and a clear conscience. 

Letter 122  
  
I think you know I am not ungrateful for your concern, and I do assure you that, if the matter were 

affecting only my health and peace of mind, it would have been concluded long ago. But, when conscience 
enters into anything, friendship does not weigh with me, for I owe more to God than to anyone. 

Letter 121  
  
 

Contemplation 
  
There are some people (and a great many of them have spoken to me about this) on whom Our Lord 

bestows perfect contemplation and who would like to remain in possession of it for ever. That is 
impossible; but they retain something of this Divine favor, with the result that they can no longer meditate 
upon the mysteries of the Passion and the life of Christ, as they could before. I do not know the reason for 
this, but it is quite a common experience in such cases for the understanding to be less apt for meditation. I 
think the reason must be that the whole aim of meditation is to seek God, and once He is found, and the 
soul grows accustomed to seeking Him again by means of the will, it has no desire to fatigue itself with 
intellectual labor. It also seems to me that, as the will is now enkindled, this generous faculty would have 
no desire to make use of that other faculty, even if it could. There would be nothing wrong in its setting it 
aside, but it is impossible for it to do so, especially before the soul has reached these last Mansions, and it 
will only lose time by attempting it, for the aid of the understanding is often needed for the enkindling of 
the will. 

from ‘Interior Castle’ VI.vii  
  
This withdrawal [in contemplation] from the corporeal must doubtless be good, since it is advised by 

such spiritual people, but my belief is that it must be practiced only when the soul is very proficient: until 
then, it is clear, the Creator must be sought through the creatures. All this has to do with the grace which 
the Lord bestows on every soul: into that matter I will not enter. 

from ‘Life’ ch. 22  
  
What does it behove a man to do to deserve and procure this birth to come to pass in him: is it better for 

him to do his part towards it, to imagine and think about God, or should he keep still in peace and quiet so 
that God can speak and act in him while he merely waits on God's operation? … The best and utmost of 
attainment in this life is to remain still and let God act and speak in thee. When the powers have all been 
withdrawn from their bodily forms and functions, then is this Word spoken. Thus he says: 'In the midst of 
the silence the secret word was spoken to me.' The more completely thou art able to in-draw thy faculties 
and to forget those things and their images which thou hast taken in, the more, that is to say, thou forgettest 
the creature, the nearer thou art to this and the more susceptible thou art to it. 

Here the soul is scattered abroad among her powers and dissipated in the act of each: the power of 
seeing is in the eye, the power of hearing in the ear, the power of tasting in the tongue, and her powers are 
accordingly enfeebled in their interior work, scattered forces being imperfect. It follows that for her interior 
work to be effective, she must call in all her powers, recollecting them out of external things to one interior 
act. 

"To achieve the interior act one must assemble all one's powers as it were into one corner of one's soul, 
where, secreted from images and forms, one is able to work. In this silence, this quiet, the Word is heard. 
There is no better method of approaching this Word than in silence, in quiet: we hear it and know it aright 
in unknowing. To one who knows naught it is clearly revealed." 

from 'Way of Perfection'  
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Courage 
  
God desires and loves courageous souls if they have no confidence in themselves but walk in humility; 

and I have never seen any such person hanging back on this road, nor any soul that, under the guise of 
humility, acted like a coward, go as far in many years as the courageous soul can in few. I am astounded at 
how much can be done on this road if one has the courage to attempt great things; the soul may not have 
the strength to achieve these things at once but if it takes a flight it can make good progress, though, like a 
little unfledged bird, it is apt to grow tired and stop. 

from ‘Life’ ch. 13  
  
How many remain at the foot of the mountain who might climb to its summit! I have said this to you 

many times in other little things that I have written and now I repeat it to you once more and beg you 
always to think courageously, for that will lead the Lord to grant you grace so that you may act 
courageously too. 

from ‘Conceptions of Love of God’ ch. 2  
  
 

Death 
  
I was also left with very little fear of death, of which previously I had been very much afraid. Now it 

seems to me very easy for one who serves God, for in a moment the soul finds itself freed from this prison 
and at rest. This experience, in which God bears away the spirit in these transports and shows it such 
excellent things, seems to me very much like that in which a soul leaves the body; for it finds itself in 
possession of all these good things in a single instant. We may leave out of account the pains of the 
moment of its flight, to which no great importance need be attached: to those who love God in truth and 
have put aside the things of this world death must come very gently. 

from ‘Life’ ch. 38  
  
My illness has gone now, only weakness is left: I have had a dreadful month, though I have been on my 

feet most of the time, for I thought I could keep about, however ill I felt, as I am used to constant suffering. 
I really believed I was dying, though I was by no means sure I was, and I hardly cared whether I died or 
lived. This is a grace which God gives me now, and I consider it a great one, when I remember how 
terrified of death I used to feel in the past. 

Letter 319  
  
O death, death, I know not why anyone fears you, since life is in you! And yet who that has spent part 

of his life without loving God would not fear you? 
from ‘Exclamations of Soul to God’ #6  

  
 

Death, awareness or remembrance of 
  
Everything seems to me to pass so quickly that we must concentrate our thoughts on how to die rather 

than on how to live. 
Letter 326  

  
Remember that you have only one soul; that you have only one death to die; that you have only one life, 

which is short and has to be lived by you alone; and that there is only one glory, which is eternal. If you do 
this, there will be many things about which you care nothing. 

from ‘Maxims’  
  
 

Despair 
  
I repeat my advice, then (and it matters not how often I say this, for it is of great importance), that one 

must never be depressed or afflicted because of aridities or unrest or distraction of the mind. If a person 
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would gain spiritual freedom and not be continually troubled, let him begin by not being afraid of the Cross 
and he will find that the Lord will help him to bear it; he will then advance happily and find profit in 
everything. It is now clear that, if no water is coming from the well, we ourselves can put none into it. But 
of course we must not be careless: water must always be drawn when there is any there, for at such a time 
God's will is that we should use it so that He may multiply our virtues. 

from ‘Life’ ch. 11  
  
 

Detachment, dispassion 
  
… and now I am clear that what I propose will be of service to God, and the more you all dislike it the 

greater the service to Him will be. For any kind of attachment, even toward a superior, is out of harmony 
with the spirit of Discalced nuns, and none who have it will ever make any spiritual progress. God's will is 
that we should be free from all attachments, except to Him. I do not want your house to develop as the Beas 
house did. That is the way rivalries begin, and other terrible misfortunes, without its being realized at the 
time. So on this occasion please follow my advice implicitly; and then, when you are settled in a house, and 
the nuns have become more detached, they could return if it seemed advisable. 

Letter 421  
  
 

Devil, and demons 
  
The devil never slumbers. 

Letter 434  
  
 

Ecstasy, rapture 
  
Oh, when people say, and believe, that they are absorbed in the Deity, and have no control of 

themselves, because of the suspension of their faculties, and can find no means of distraction, and add that 
this often happens to them, let them consider my advice: there is no need for them to be afraid, whether this 
lasts for a day, or for four days, or for eight days, for it is not surprising that such a condition should arise 
in a person with a weak constitution, and that it should continue for so long a time. I mean, of course, if it 
happens occasionally: if it is frequent, some remedy must be found. The good side of all this is that there is 
no question of fault or sin and it will lose us no merit; on the other hand, it has all the disadvantages I have 
referred to and a great many more. With regard to communions, the disadvantage will be considerable, if a 
soul's love leads it to disobey the confessor or the prioress. It is quite natural that it should feel lonely, but it 
must not feel excessively so, or its feelings may lead it to commit excesses. In this as in other respects, it is 
essential for such souls to be mortified and made to realize that it is better for them to sacrifice their own 
desires than to have their desired consolation. 

from ‘Book of Foundations’ ch. 6  
  
When I tried to resist these raptures, it seemed that I was being lifted up by a force beneath my feet so 

powerful that I know nothing to which I can compare it, for it came with a much greater vehemence than 
any other spiritual experience and I felt as if I were being ground to powder. It is a terrible struggle, and to 
continue it against the Lord's will avails very little, for no power can do anything against His. At other 
times His Majesty is graciously satisfied with our seeing that He desires to show us this favor, and that, if 
we do not receive it, it is not due to Himself. Then, if we resist it out of humility, the same effects follow as 
if we had given it our entire consent. 

These effects are very striking. One of them is the manifestation of the Lord's mighty power: as we are 
unable to resist His Majesty's will, either in soul or in body, and are not our own masters, we realize that, 
however irksome this truth may be, there is One stronger than ourselves, and that these favors are bestowed 
by Him, and that we, of ourselves, can do absolutely nothing. This imprints in us great humility. Indeed, I 
confess that in me it produced great fear—at first a terrible fear. One sees one's body being lifted up from 
the ground; and although the spirit draws it after itself, and if no resistance is offered does so very gently, 
one does not lose consciousness—at least, I myself have had sufficient to enable me to realize that I was 
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being lifted up. The majesty of Him Who can do this is manifested in such a way that the hair stands on 
end, and there is produced a great fear of offending so great a God, but a fear overpowered by the deepest 
love, newly enkindled, for One Who, as we see, has so deep a love for so loathsome a worm that He seems 
not to be satisfied by literally drawing the soul to Himself, but will also have the body, mortal though it is, 
and befouled as is its clay by all the offences it has committed. 

from ‘Life’ ch. 20  
  
You realize, I repeat, and indeed see, that you are being carried away, you know not whither. For, 

though rapture brings us delight, the weakness of our nature at first makes us afraid of it, and we need to be 
resolute and courageous in soul, much more so than for what has been described. For, happen what may, 
we must risk everything, and resign ourselves into the hands of God and go willingly wherever we are 
carried away, for we are in fact being carried away, whether we like it or no. In such straits do I find myself 
at such a time that very often I should be glad to resist, and I exert all my strength to do so, in particular at 
times when it happens in public and at many other times in private, when I am afraid that I may be 
suffering deception. Occasionally I have been able to make some resistance, but at the cost of great 
exhaustion, for I would feel as weary afterwards as though I had been fighting with a powerful giant. At 
other times, resistance has been impossible: my soul has been borne away, and indeed as a rule my head 
also, without my being able to prevent it: sometimes my whole body has been affected, to the point of 
being raised up from the ground. 

This has happened only rarely; but once, when we were together in choir, and I was on my knees and 
about to communicate, it caused me the greatest distress. It seemed to me a most extraordinary thing and I 
thought there would be a great deal of talk about it; so I ordered the nuns (for it happened after I was 
appointed Prioress) not to speak of it. On other occasions, when I have felt that the Lord was going to 
enrapture me (once it happened during a sermon, on our patronal festival, when some great ladies were 
present), I have lain on the ground and the sisters have come and held me down, but none the less the 
rapture has been observed. I besought the Lord earnestly not to grant me any more favors which had visible 
and exterior signs; for I was exhausted by having to endure such worries and after all (I said) His Majesty 
could grant me that favor without its becoming known. He seems to have been pleased of His goodness to 
hear me, for since making that prayer I have never again received any such favors: it is true, however, that 
this happened not long since. 

from ‘Life’ ch. 20  
  
 

Enemy, one is one's own 
  
Once we have detached ourselves from the world, and from our kinsfolk, and are cloistered here, it 

must look as if we have done everything and there is nothing left with which we have to contend. But, oh, 
my sisters, do not feel secure and fall asleep, or you will be like a man who goes to bed quite peacefully, 
after bolting all his doors for fear of thieves, when the thieves are already in the house. And you know there 
is no worse thief than one who lives in the house. We ourselves are always the same; unless we take great 
care and each of us looks well to it that she renounces her self-will, which is the most important business of 
all, there will be many things to deprive us of the holy freedom of spirit which our souls seek. 

from ‘Way of Perfection’ ch. 10  
  
 

Evil, uses of 
  
And now, as you have so many saints to deal with, you are beginning to realize that some of us are not 

saints, and so you are forgetting me. None the less, I believe you will find in Heaven that you owe less to 
the saints than to the sinner. 

Letter 52  
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Experience, desire for spiritual 
  
I will only warn you that, when you learn or hear that God is granting souls these graces [visions et al], 

you must never beseech or desire Him to lead you along this road. Even if you think it a very good one, and 
to be greatly prized and reverenced, there are certain reasons why such a course is not wise. 

The first reason is that it shows a lack of humility to ask to be given what you have never deserved, so I 
think anyone who asks for this cannot be very humble. A peasant of lowly birth would never dream of 
wishing to be a king; such a thing seems to him impossible because he does not merit it. Anyone who is 
humble feels just the same about these other things. I think they will never be bestowed on a person devoid 
of humility, because before the Lord grants a soul these favors He always gives it a high degree of self-
knowledge. … 

Also, it is very presumptuous in me to wish to choose my path, because I cannot tell which path is best 
for me. I must leave it to the Lord, Who knows me, to lead me by the path which is best for me, so that in 
all things His will may be done. … 

Believe me, the safest thing is to will only what God wills, for He knows us better than we know 
ourselves, and He loves us. Let us place ourselves in His hands so that His will may be done in us; if we 
cling firmly to this maxim and our wills are resolute we cannot possibly go astray. 

from ‘Interior Castle’ VI.ix  
  
 

Faith, needs works 
  
For what can be the value of faith without works? 

from ‘Interior Castle’ II.i  
  
 

Fire 
  
O Lord, how many kinds of fire there are in this life! Oh, how right we are to live in fear! Some of these 

fires consume the soul, while others purify it. 
from ‘Exclamations of Soul to God’ #9  

  
 

First-hand accounts, Middle Ages 
  
A long time after the Lord had granted me many of the favors which I have described, together with 

other very great ones, I was at prayer one day when suddenly, without knowing how, I found myself, as I 
thought, plunged right into hell. I realized that it was the Lord's will that I should see the place which the 
devils had prepared for me there and which I had merited for my sins. This happened in the briefest space 
of time, but, even if I were to live for many years, I believe it would be impossible for me to forget it. The 
entrance, I thought, resembled a very long, narrow passage, like a furnace, very low, dark and closely 
confined; the ground seemed to be full of water which looked like filthy, evil-smelling mud, and in it were 
many wicked-looking reptiles. At the end there was a hollow place scooped out of a wall, like a cupboard, 
and it was here that I found myself in close confinement. But the sight of all this was pleasant by 
comparison with what I felt there. What I have said is in no way an exaggeration. 

My feelings, I think, could not possibly be exaggerated, nor can anyone understand them. I felt a fire 
within my soul the nature of which I am utterly incapable of describing. My bodily sufferings were so 
intolerable that, though in my life I have endured the severest sufferings of this kind—the worst it is 
possible to endure, the doctors say, such as the shrinking of the nerves during my paralysis and many and 
divers more, some of them, as I have said, caused by the devil—none of them is of the smallest account by 
comparison with what I felt then, to say nothing of the knowledge that they would be endless and never-
ceasing. And even these are nothing by comparison with the agony of my soul, an oppression, a suffocation 
and an affliction on so deeply felt, and accompanied by such hopeless and distressing misery, that I cannot 
too forcibly describe it. To say that it is as if the soul were continually being torn from the body is very 
little, for that would mean that one's life was being taken by another; whereas in this case it is the soul itself 
that is tearing itself to pieces. The fact is that I cannot find words to describe that interior fire and that 
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despair, which is greater than the most grievous tortures and pains. I could not see who was the cause of 
them, but I felt, I think, as if I were being both burned and dismembered; and I repeat that that interior fire 
and despair are the worst things of all. 

In that pestilential spot, where I was quite powerless to hope for comfort, it was impossible to sit or lie, 
for there was no room to do so. I had been put in this place which looked like a hole in the wall, and those 
very walls, so terrible to the sight, bore down upon me and completely stifled me. There was no light and 
everything was in the blackest darkness. I do not understand how this can be, but, although there was no 
light, it was possible to see everything the sight of which can cause affliction. At that time it was not the 
Lord's will that I should see more of hell itself, but I have since seen another vision of frightful things, 
which are the punishment of certain vices. To look at, they seemed to me much more dreadful; but, as I felt 
no pain, they caused me less fear. In the earlier vision the Lord was pleased that I should really feel those 
torments and that affliction of spirit, just as if my body had been suffering them. I do not know how it was, 
but I realized quite clearly that it was a great favor and that it was the Lord's will that I should see with my 
own eyes the place from which His mercy had delivered me. It is nothing to read a description of it, or to 
think of different kinds of torture (as I have sometimes done, though rarely, as my soul made little progress 
by the road of fear): of how the devils tear the flesh with their pincers or of the various other tortures that I 
have read about—none of these are anything by comparison with this affliction, which is quite another 
matter. In fact, it is like a picture set against reality, and any burning on earth is a small matter compared 
with that fire. 

I was terrified by all this, and, though it happened nearly six years ago, I still am as I write: even as I sit 
here, fear seems to be depriving my body of its natural warmth. I never recall any time when I have been 
suffering trials or pains and when everything that we can suffer on earth has seemed to me of the slightest 
importance by comparison with this; so, in a way, I think we complain without reason. I repeat, then, that 
this vision was one of the most signal favors which the Lord has bestowed upon me: it has been of the 
greatest benefit to me, both in taking from me all fear of the tribulations and disappointments of this life 
and also in strengthening me to suffer them and to give thanks to the Lord, Who, as I now believe, has 
delivered me from such terrible and never-ending torments. 

from ‘Life’ ch. 32  
  
About two months after this he was attacked by a sudden illness which deprived him of the power of 

speech, so that he was unable to make a proper confession, though he made a great many signs to show that 
he was asking pardon of the Lord. Very shortly afterwards he died, a long way from the place where I was 
staying. The Lord told me that his salvation had been in great jeopardy, but that He had had compassion on 
him because of that service which he had done for His Mother by giving her a house for a convent of her 
Order; but He added that he would not be delivered from purgatory until the first Mass had been said there. 
The grievous afflictions of this soul were constantly in my mind; so, although I was anxious to make a 
foundation in Toledo, I gave up the idea for the time, and went with all possible haste to found the convent, 
as well as I could, at Valladolid. …  

I was very far from thinking that what had been said to me about that soul would be fulfilled then; for, 
although I was told that it would happen at our first Mass, I thought that meant the Mass when the Most 
Holy Sacrament was placed in the church. When the priest was approaching us in the place where we were 
to communicate, holding the Most Holy Sacrament in his hands, and as I was preparing to receive it, I saw 
a vision of the young man in question, with a happy and resplendent countenance, standing beside the priest 
with his hands joined together, and thanking me for what I had done to enable his soul to be freed from 
purgatory and go to Heaven. 

from ‘Book of Foundations’ ch. 10  
  
At first I was afraid, as I almost always am when the Lord bestows a favor upon me, though His 

Majesty reassures me as I go on. He told me not to fear but to set greater store by this favor than by any 
other which He had granted me; for by this distress the soul was purified, worked upon and refined like 
gold in the crucible, so that He might the better set in it the enamel of His gifts: it was being cleansed now 
of the impurities of which it would need to be cleansed in purgatory. I had already quite clearly realized 
that it was a great favor, but this made me much more certain of the fact, and my confessor tells me that all 
is well. And although I was afraid, because I was so wicked, I could never believe that it was wrong; it was 
rather the sublimity of the blessing that made me afraid, when I remembered how ill I had deserved it. 
Blessed be the Lord, Who is so good! Amen.                                                                        from ‘Life’ ch. 20 
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I never on any occasion saw more than the Lord was pleased to show me. What I saw was so great that 
the smallest part of it was sufficient to leave my soul amazed and to do it so much good that it esteemed 
and considered all the things of this life as of little worth. I wish I could give a description of at least the 
smallest part of what I learned, but, when I try to discover a way of doing so, I find it impossible; for, while 
the light we see here and that other light are both light, there is no comparison between the two and the 
brightness of the sun seems quite dull if compared with the other. In short, however skillful the imagination 
may be, it will not succeed in picturing or describing what that light is like, nor a single one of those things 
which I learned from the Lord with a joy so sovereign as to be indescribable. For all the senses rejoice in a 
high degree, and with a sweetness impossible to describe, for which reason it is better to say no more about 
it. 

from ‘Life’ ch. 38  
  
It comforts me to hear a clock strike, for when I find that another hour of life has passed away, I seem 

to be getting a little nearer to the vision of God. 
from ‘Life’ ch. 40  

  
Let us say that the Godhead is like a very clear diamond, much larger than the whole world, or a mirror, 

like that which symbolized the soul in my account of an earlier vision, except that it is of a far sublimer 
kind, to which I cannot do justice. Let us suppose, furthermore, that all we do is seen in this diamond, 
which is of such a kind that it contains everything within itself, because there is nothing capable of falling 
outside such greatness. It was a terrifying experience for me, in so short a space of time, to see so many 
things at once in the clear depths of that diamond, and whenever I think of it, it is a most piteous reflection, 
that so many foul things, like my sins, should have been pictured in that clearness and purity. So, whenever 
I remember this, I do not know how to bear it and at that time I felt so ashamed that I did not seem to know 
where to hide myself. 

from ‘Life’ ch. 40  
  
My very great desire and impulses to die have left me, especially since St. Mary Magdalen’s Day, when 

I determined to love life because by living I could do God great service. However, they recur on occasion; 
for I still have the desire to see Him, and, however much I try to crush it, I cannot do so. 

from ‘Spiritual Relations’ ch. 21  
  
 

Forgiveness 
  
[It is recorded that] in discussions with certain religious in Avila on the question whether or no a dying 

person, on his deathbed, was obliged to make his peace with one who had wronged him, St. Teresa is clear 
that the right answer is: Yes. 

Letter 319  
  
 

Freedom, and spiritual development 
  
The Prioress remarked to me on this question of being free to have preachers from outside (the Order): I 

thought it all right as it stood and left it as it was. But we must not only consider those who are living now: 
we must remember that some day there may come superiors who will be opposed to this form of freedom, 
and to others. So it will be very kind of you if you will help us by seeing that both this matter and the one I 
wrote you about the other day are put to the Father Commissary very simply and clearly. If he were not to 
leave us free in this respect, we should have to see about getting sanction from Rome, for I realize the great 
importance of such freedom to the sisters' happiness, as well as the dreadful unhappiness that arises in other 
convents where there are too many restrictions in spiritual things. A soul restricted in such a way cannot 
render effective service to God, which enables the devil to tempt it. When religious are allowed freedom, 
on the other hand, they often care nothing about it and have no desire to use it. 

Letter 351  
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God, as omnipresent 
  
The whole mischief comes from our not really grasping the fact that He is near us, and imagining Him 

far away – so far, that we shall have to go to heaven in order to find Him. How is it, Lord, that we do not 
look at Thy face, when it is so near us? 

from ‘Way of Perfection’ ch. 29  
  
There was one thing of which at first I was ignorant: I did not know that God was in all things, and, 

when He seemed to me to be so very present, I thought it impossible. I could not cease believing that He 
was there, for it seemed almost certain that I had been conscious of His very presence. Unlearned persons 
would tell me that He was there only by grace; but I could not believe that, for, as I say, He seemed to me 
to be really present; and so I continued to be greatly distressed. From this doubt I was freed by a very 
learned man of the Order of the glorious Saint Dominic: he told me that He was indeed present and 
described how He communicated Himself to us, which brought me very great comfort. It is to be noted and 
understood that this water from Heaven, this greatest of the Lord's favors, leaves the greatest benefits in the 
soul. 

from ‘Life’ ch. 18  
  
 

God, is within us 
  
Do not let us suppose that the interior of the soul is empty … Perhaps you will laugh at me and say that 

this is obvious enough; and you will be right, though it was some time before I came to see it. I knew 
perfectly well that I had a soul, but I did not understand what that soul merited, or Who dwelt within it, 
until I closed my eyes to the vanities of this world in order to see it. I think, if I had understood then, as I do 
now, how this great King really dwells within this little palace of my soul, I should not have left Him alone 
so often, but should have stayed with Him and never have allowed His dwelling-place to get so dirty. How 
wonderful it is that He Whose greatness could fill a thousand worlds, and very many more, should confine 
himself within so small a space. … 

When a soul sets out upon this path, He does not reveal Himself to it, lest it should feel dismayed at 
seeing that its littleness can contain such greatness; but gradually He enlarges it to the extent requisite for 
what He has to set within it. 

from ‘Way of Perfection’ ch. 28  
  
On one occasion, when I was reciting the Hours with the community, my soul suddenly became 

recollected and seemed to me to become bright all over like a mirror: no part of it—back, sides, top or 
bottom—but was completely bright, and in the center of it was a picture of Christ Our Lord as I generally 
see Him. I seemed to see Him in every part of my soul as clearly as in a mirror, and this mirror—I cannot 
explain how—was wholly sculptured in the same Lord by a most loving communication which I shall 
never be able to describe. This, I know, was a vision which, whenever I recall it, and especially after 
Communion, is always of great profit to me. It was explained to me that, when a soul is in mortal sin, this 
mirror is covered with a thick mist and remains darkened so that the Lord cannot be pictured or seen in it, 
though He is always present with us and gives us our being; with heretics it is as if the mirror were broken, 
which is much worse than being dimmed. Seeing this is very different from describing it, for it cannot be 
properly explained. But it has helped me a great deal and has also caused me deep regrets at the many 
occasions when, through my faults, my soul has become darkened and so I have been unable to see the 
Lord. 

This vision seems to me a very beneficial one for recollected persons, for it teaches them to think of the 
Lord as being in the very innermost part of their soul. This is a meditation which has a lasting effect, and, 
as I have said on other occasions, is much more fruitful than thinking of Him as outside us, as certain books 
do which treat of prayer, telling us where we are to seek God. This is particularly well put by the glorious 
Saint Augustine, who says that neither in market-places nor in pleasures nor wheresoever else he sought 
Him did he find Him as he did within himself. It is quite clear that this is the best way: we need not go to 
heaven, nor any farther than to our own selves, for to do that is to trouble the spirit and distract the soul, 
without producing any great fruit. 

from ‘Life’ ch. 40  
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Happiness, or blessedness, joy 
  
God’s will is for us to experience no happiness unaccompanied by sorrow. 

Letter 321  
  
 

Help, and advice 
  
It is a great evil for a soul beset by so many dangers to be alone. I believe, if I had had anyone with 

whom to discuss all this, it would have helped me not to fall again, if only because I should have been 
ashamed in his sight, which I was not in the sight of God. For this reason I would advise those who practice 
prayer, especially at first, to cultivate friendship and intercourse with others of similar interests. This is a 
most important thing, if only because we can help each other by our prayers, and it is all the more so 
because it may bring us many other benefits. Since people can find comfort in the conversation and human 
sympathy of ordinary friendships, even when these are not altogether good, I do not know why anyone who 
is beginning to love and serve God in earnest should not be allowed to discuss his joys and trials with 
others—and people who practice prayer have plenty of both. 

from ‘Life’ ch. 7  
  
 

Help, from God 
  
I do not mean by this that He speaks to us and calls us in the precise way which I shall describe later; 

His appeals come through the conversations of good people, or from sermons, or through the reading of 
good books; and there are many other ways, of which you have heard, in which God calls us. Or they come 
through sicknesses and trials, or by means of truths which God teaches us at times when we are engaged in 
prayer. 

from ‘Interior Castle’ II.i  
  
 

Helping others 
  
I assure you I do not think this world can give me any comforts now; for I have not got what I want and 

I do not want what I have. The trouble is that what used to give me such comfort in my confessors does so 
no longer. A priest must be more than a confessor to me now. The soul's desire can only be assuaged by 
some other soul which understands it. I have found it a real relief to write this. God grant you may always 
find relief in love for Him. 

Letter 65  
  
I beg you to give Senora Dona Maria a kind message from me. I long to hear she is well, but all that my 

prayers do is to add to people's trials: you can judge by your own experience if that is not so. 
Letter 354  

  
It is not my belief, or my meaning, that what I am going to say here is so accurate that it can be taken as 

an infallible rule, for in such difficult matters to think that would be foolish. There are many paths on this 
spiritual road, and I may say something accurate about one of them, but those who are not following that 
path will not understand it: that will be because they an following another. If I fail to help anybody, the 
Lord will take the will for the deed, for He knows that, though I have not myself experienced all I describe, 
I have observed it in others. 

from ‘Book of Foundations’ ch. 5  
  
One thing I do ask of your charity: to love me, not because of any worldly help that I may give you but 

because I can remember you before God; for, whatever that person may say, there is no other way in which 
I can do anything for you. 

Letter 18  
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The other thing you may say is that you are unable to lead souls to God, and have no means of doing so; 
that you would gladly do this, but, being unable to teach and preach like the Apostles, you do not know 
how. That is an objection which I have often answered in writing, though I am not sure if I have done so in 
discussing this Castle. But, as it is a thing which I think must occur to you, in view of the desires which the 
Lord implants in you, I will not omit to speak of it here. I told you elsewhere that the devil sometimes puts 
ambitious desires into our hearts, so that, instead of setting our hand to the work which lies nearest to us, 
and thus serving Our Lord in ways within our power, we may rest content with having desired the 
impossible. Apart from praying for people, by which you can do a great deal for them, do not try to help 
everybody, but limit yourselves to your own companions; your work will then be all the more effective 
because you have the greater obligation to do it. Do you imagine it is a small advantage that you should 
have so much humility and mortification, and should be the servants of all and show such great charity 
towards all and such fervent love for the Lord that it resembles a fire kindling all their souls, while you 
constantly awaken their zeal by your other virtues? This would indeed be a great service to the Lord and 
one very pleasing to Him. By your doing things which you really can do, His Majesty will know that you 
would like to do many more, and thus He will reward you exactly as if you had won many souls for Him. 

from ‘Interior Castle’ VII.iv  
  
What power is that of a soul brought hither by the Lord, which can look upon everything without being 

ensnared by it! How ashamed it is of the time when it was attached to everything! How amazed it is at its 
blindness! How it pities those who are still blind, above all if they are persons of prayer to whom God is 
still granting favors! It would like to cry aloud to them and show them how mistaken they are, and 
sometimes it does in fact do so and brings down a thousand persecutions upon its head. Men think it 
lacking in humility and suppose that it is trying to teach those from whom it should learn, especially if the 
person in question is a woman. For this they condemn it, and rightly so, since they know nothing of the 
force by which it is impelled. Sometimes it cannot help itself nor endure failing to undeceive those whom it 
loves and desires to see set free from the prison of this life; for it is in a prison, nothing less—and it realizes 
that it is nothing less—that the soul has itself been living. 

from ‘Life’ ch. 20  
  
 

Hermits, and solitaries 
  
Give Him great praise for having brought you to a convent where, however busy the devil is, he cannot 

deceive you as much as he can those who live in their own homes. For there are some souls who seem to 
have nothing that prevents them from flying right away to Heaven; they follow after perfection in 
everything and there is no one who can see through them; but in convents I have never known any such 
persons who were not found out, for there, instead of doing what they like, they have to do as they are told. 
In the world, even though they would really like to learn to know themselves in order to please the Lord, 
they cannot do so, because they do everything just as they want to, and, although they sometimes meet with 
reverses, they do not get the same practice in mortification. We may make an exception here of a few 
people to whom for many years Our Lord has given light, and who seek out someone who will understand 
them and to whom they may submit their wills even though they be more learned than he, for great 
humility is not accompanied by self-confidence. 

from ‘Conceptions of Love of God’ ch. 2  
  
 

Humans, as servants of others, God 
  
Make no account of any pain that has an end if by means of it any greater service can be rendered to 

Him Who bore such pains for us. Always try to find out wherein lies the greatest perfection. 
from ‘Way of Perfection’ ch. 3  
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Humans, relationship to God 
  
I also heard these words: Labor not to hold Me enclosed within yourself but to enclose yourself within 

Me. 
from ‘Spiritual Relations’ #18  

  
We can converse and speak with You about anything, just as we wish, when we have lost our initial fear 

and terror at seeing Your majesty and acquired a deeper fear of offending You — but not a fear of 
punishment, my Lord, for that is of no account by comparison with loss of You! 

from ‘Life’ ch. 37  
  
 

Humility, and humiliation 
  
Beware also of certain kinds of humility which the devil inculcates in us and which make us very 

uneasy about the gravity of our past sins. There are many ways in which he is accustomed to depress us so 
that in time we withdraw from Communion and give up our private prayer, because the devil suggests to us 
that we are not worthy to engage in it. When we come to the Most Holy Sacrament, we spend the time 
during which we ought to be receiving grace in wondering whether we are properly prepared or no. The 
thing gets to such a pass that a soul can be made to believe that, through being what it is, it has been 
forsaken by God, and thus it almost doubts His mercy. Everything such a person does appears to her to be 
dangerous, and all the service she renders, however good it may be, seems to her fruitless. She loses 
confidence and sits with her hands in her lap because she thinks she can do nothing well and that what is 
good in others is wrong in herself. 

Pay great attention to this point which I shall now make, because sometimes thinking yourselves so 
wicked may be humility and virtue and at other times a very great temptation. I have had experience of this, 
so I know it is true. Humility, however deep it be, neither disquiets nor troubles nor disturbs the soul; it is 
accompanied by peace, joy and tranquility. Although, on realizing how wicked we are, we can see clearly 
that we deserve to be in hell, and are distressed by our sinfulness, and rightly think that everyone should 
hate us, yet, if our humility is true, this distress is accompanied by an interior peace and joy of which we 
should not like to be deprived. Far from disturbing or depressing the soul, it enlarges it and makes it fit to 
serve God better. The other kind of distress only disturbs and upsets the mind and troubles the soul, so 
grievous is it. I think the devil is anxious for us to believe that we are humble, and, if he can, to lead us to 
distrust God. 

When you find yourselves in this state, cease thinking, so far as you can, of your own wretchedness, 
and think of the mercy of God and of His love and His sufferings for us. If your state of mind is the result 
of temptation, you will be unable to do even this, for it will not allow you to quiet your thoughts or to fix 
them on anything but will only weary you the more: it will be a great thing if you can recognize it as a 
temptation. 

from ‘Way of Perfection’ ch. 39  
  
Do you know when people really become spiritual? It is when they become the slaves of God and are 

branded with His sign, which is the sign of the Cross, in token that they have given Him their freedom. 
Then He can sell them as slaves to the whole world, as He Himself was sold, and if He does this He will be 
doing them no wrong but showing them no slight favor. Unless they resolve to do this, they need not expect 
to make great progress. For the foundation of this whole edifice, as I have said, is humility, and, if you have 
not true humility, the Lord will not wish it to reach any great height: in fact, it is for your own good that it 
should not; if it did, it would fall to the ground. Therefore, sisters, if you wish to lay good foundations, each 
of you must try to be the least of all, and the slave of God, and must seek a way and means to please and 
serve all your companions. If you do that, it will be of more value to you than to them and your foundation 
will be so firmly laid that your Castle will not fall. 

from ‘Interior Castle’ VII.iv  
  
Genuine humility does not produce inward turmoil, nor does it cause unrest in the soul, or bring it 

darkness or aridity: on the contrary, it cheers it and produces in it the opposite effects – quietness, 
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sweetness and light. Though it causes us distress, we are comforted to see what a great favor God is 
granting us by sending us that distress and how well the soul is occupied. 

from ‘Life’ ch. 30  
  
Humility must always be doing its work like a bee making its honey in the hive: without humility all 

will be lost. 
from ‘Interior Castle’ I.ii  

  
 

Icons 
  
I had read in a book that it was an imperfection to have nice pictures, so I did not want to keep one 

which I had in my cell. Even before reading this I had thought it a sign of poverty to have no pictures other 
than paper ones; and ever since then I have not wanted pictures of any other kind. Once, however, when I 
was not thinking of this at all, I heard the Lord say that this mortification was not good. For which, He 
asked me, was better: poverty or charity? If love was better, I must not give up anything that awakened love 
in me, nor take any such thing from my nuns—and the book spoke of nice devices and adornments in 
images, and not of images or pictures in themselves. What the devil was doing with the Lutherans was 
taking from them all means of awakening greater love, so that they were being lost. "My Christians, 
daughter," He added, "must now, more than ever, do the reverse of what the Lutherans do." I understood 
that I was under great obligation to serve Our Lady and Saint Joseph, because often, when I was going in 
quite the wrong direction, God would hear their prayers and restore me to health again. 

from ‘Spiritual Relations’ #30  
  
 

Identification, attachment 
  
I thought to myself how little I should care if it had happened to me; and then I remembered how keenly 

I felt it at Seville when we found you were in danger of losing your own property. The truth is, we never 
really know ourselves. So the best thing must be to flee from all to the All; and it is well for those who 
cannot do so to meditate frequently upon this lest our nature make us the slaves of base things. Do so 
yourself; and, when you are carried away by your own nature, remember… 

Letter 129  
  
 

Ignorance, and causes of 
  
It is no small pity, and should cause us no little shame, that, through our own fault, we do not 

understand ourselves, or know who we are. Would it not be a sign of great ignorance, if a person were 
asked who he was, and could not say, and had no idea who his father or his mother was, or from what 
country he came? Though that is great stupidity, our own is incomparably greater if we make no attempt to 
discover what we are, and only know that we are living in these bodies, and have a vague idea, because we 
have heard it and because our Faith tells us so, that we possess souls. 

from ‘Interior Castle’ I.i  
  
 

Illness, and health 
  
So, you see, when the Lord knows that good health is necessary for our welfare, He sends it us; and 

when we need sickness, He sends that too. 
Letter 19  

  
We may also imitate the saints by striving after solitude and silence and many other virtues; such things 

will not kill these wretched bodies of ours, which want to have everything organized for their benefit in 
such a way as to disorganize the soul and which the devil does his best to incapacitate when he sees that we 
are getting fearful about them. That is quite enough for him: he tries at once to persuade us that all these 
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habits of devotion will kill us, or ruin our health; he even makes us afraid that if we weep we shall go blind. 
I have experienced this, so I know it—and I also know that we can desire no better kind of sight or health 
than to lose both in so good a cause. As my own health is so bad, I was always impeded by my fears, and 
my devotion was of no value at all until I resolved not to worry any more about my body or my health; and 
now I trouble about them very little. For it pleased God to reveal to me this device of the devil; and so, 
whenever the devil suggested that I should ruin my health, I would reply: "Even if I die it is of little 
consequence." "Rest, indeed!" I would say. "I need no rest; what I need is crosses." And so with other 
things. I saw clearly that in very many cases, although in fact I have very bad health, it was a temptation 
either of the devil or of my own weakness; and since I have been less self-regarding and indulgent my 
health has been very much better. It is of great importance, when we begin to practice prayer, not to let 
ourselves be frightened by our own thoughts. And you may take my word for this, for I have learned it by 
experience; this mere narration of my faults might be of use to others if they will take warning by me. 

from ‘Life’ ch. 13  
  

Influx, differing effects of 
  
He gives more to those whom He loves most, and less to those He loves least; and He gives in 

accordance with the courage which He sees that each of us has and the love we bear to His Majesty. When 
He sees a soul who loves Him greatly, He knows that soul can suffer much for Him, whereas one who 
loves Him little will suffer little. For my own part, I believe that love is the measure of our ability to bear 
crosses, whether great or small. 

from ‘Way of Perfection’ ch. 32  
  
 

Intentions, motives 
  
God wants no more from us than resolution – He will do everything Himself. 

from ‘Book of the Foundations’ ch. 28  
  
 

Jesus, as Saviour 
  
To come now to the second point: we are not angels and we have bodies. To want to become angels 

while we are still on earth, and as much on earth as I was, is ridiculous. As a rule, our thoughts must have 
something to lean upon, though sometimes the soul may go out from itself and very often may be so full of 
God that it will need no created thing to assist it in recollection. But this is not very usual: when we are 
busy, or suffering persecutions or trials, when we cannot get as much quiet as we should like, and at 
seasons of aridity, we have a very good Friend in Christ. We look at Him as a Man; we think of His 
moments of weakness and times of trial; and He becomes our Companion. Once we have made a habit of 
thinking of Him in this way, it becomes very easy to find Him at our side, though there will come times 
when it is impossible to do either the one thing or the other. For that reason it is advisable to do as I have 
already said: we must not show ourselves to be striving after spiritual consolations; come what may, the 
great thing for us to do is to embrace the Cross. The Lord was deprived of all consolation; they left Him 
alone in His trials. Let us not leave Him; for His hand will help us to rise more effectually than our own 
efforts; and He will withdraw Himself when He sees that it is good for us and when He is pleased to draw 
the soul out of itself, as I have said. 

from ‘Life’ ch. 22  
 

Judging others 
  
Let us strive, then, always to look at the virtues and the good qualities which we find in others, and to 

keep our own grievous sins before our eyes so that we may be blind to their defects. This is a course of 
action which, though we may not become perfect in it all at once, will help us to acquire one great virtue—
namely, to consider all others better than ourselves. In this way we shall begin to profit, by God's help 
(which is always necessary, and, when it fails, our own efforts are useless), and we must beg Him to give 
us this virtue, which, if we exert our own efforts, He will deny to none. This counsel must also be 
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remembered by those who use their intellects a great deal and from one subject can extract many ideas and 
conceptions. 

from ‘Life’ ch. 13  
  
 

Life (general) 
  
Life means living in such a way as to have no fear of death or of anything that may happen during our 

lifetime. 
from ‘Book of the Foundations’ ch. 27  

  
The farther I journey in this life, the less comfort I find. 

Letter 378  
  
 

Life, as a journey 
  
I think, too, that this experience has been of great help to me in teaching me where our true home is and 

in showing me that on earth we are but pilgrims; it is a great thing to see what is awaiting us there and to 
know where we are going to live. For if a person has to go and settle in another country, it is a great help to 
him in bearing the trials of the journey if he has found out that it is a country where he will be able to live 
in complete comfort. It also makes it easy for us to die if we think upon heavenly things and try to have our 
conversation in Heaven. This is a great advantage for us: merely to look up towards the heavens makes the 
soul recollected, for, as the Lord has been pleased to reveal some part of what is there, the thought dwells 
upon it. It sometimes happens that those with whom I keep company, and whose presence comforts me, are 
those who I know live in Heaven: they, it seems to me, are the people who are really alive, while those who 
live on earth are so dead that it seems as if there is no one in the whole world who can be a companion to 
me, especially when those vehement impulses come upon me. 

from ‘Life’ ch. 38  
  
 

Life, as an exile 
  
But really I feel lonely everywhere; for he seemed to be a companion to me, even when he was far 

away—there were always things I could write to him about. Well, we are exiles, and it is right we should 
realize the fact. 

Letter 354  
  
 

Life, is brief 
  
It will be an exceedingly great blessing if you gradually come to learn how little store one must set by a 

life which is so continually reminding us of its brevity, and to love and strive for the life which will never 
end. 

Letter 29  
  
 

Love 
  
I feel sure now there is no better remedy than love. 

Letter 397  
  
Love begets love. 

from ‘Life’ ch. 22  
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Love alone matters 
  
I want you to be warned that if you would progress a long way on this road and ascend to the Mansions 

of your desire, the important thing is not to think much, but to love much; do, then, whatever most arouses 
you to love. Perhaps we do not know what love is: it would not surprise me a great deal to learn this, for 
love consists, not in the extent of our happiness, but in the firmness of our determination to try to please 
God in everything, and to endeavor, in all possible ways, not to offend Him. 

from ‘Interior Castle’ IV.i  
  
 

Love, from others 
  
It should be noted here that, when we desire anyone's affection, we always seek it because of some 

interest, profit or pleasure of our own. Those who are perfect, however, have trodden all these things 
beneath their feet—[and have despised] the blessings which may come to them in this world, and its 
pleasures and delights—in such a way that, even if they wanted to, so to say, they could not love anything 
outside God, or unless it had to do with God. What profit, then, can come to them from being loved 
themselves? 

from ‘Way of Perfection’ ch. 6  
  
 

Love, of God 
  
And this love [of God] must not be wrought in our imagination but must be proved by works. Yet do 

not suppose God has any need of our works; what He needs is the resoluteness of our will. 
from ‘Interior Castle’ III.i  

  
But how is it, my God, that rest itself is wearisome to the soul which strives after nothing but pleasing 

Thee? O powerful love of God, how different are thy fruits from those produced by love of the world! For 
love of the world desires no companions, thinking that they may take from it what it possesses. But love for 
my God increases more and more as it learns that more and more souls love Him, just as its joys are 
damped when it sees that all are not enjoying that same blessing. O my Good! Even during the greatest joys 
and delights which I experience in Thy company, I suffer at the thought of the many who do not desire 
these joys, and of those who will lose them for ever. And thus the soul seeks means of finding 
companionship and is glad to abandon its own enjoyment, thinking that this may help others in some 
degree to strive to attain it. 

from ‘Exclamations of Soul to God’ #2  
  
On another day the Lord said to me: “Believe me: it is to those whom my Father loves most dearly that 

He sends the greatest trials; for love and trials go together." 
from ‘Spiritual Relations’ ch. 36  

  
 

Love, of neighbor 
  
But here the Lord asks only two things of us: love for God and love for our neighbor. … 
The surest sign that we are keeping these two commandments is, I think, that we should really be loving 

our neighbor; for we cannot be sure if we are loving God, although we may have good reasons for 
believing that we are, but we can know quite well if we are loving our neighbor. …  

But our nature being so evil, I do not believe we could ever attain perfect love of neighbor unless it had 
its roots in the love of God. 

from ‘Interior Castle’ V.iii  
  
The greatest service that we can render Thee is to leave Thee for love of them [our neighbor] and for 

their advantage. By doing this we possess Thee the more completely; for, although the will has less 
satisfaction in the enjoyment of Thee, the soul is glad that Thou art pleased and sees that, while we live in 
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this mortal life, earthly joys are unsure, even though they seem to be bestowed by Thee, unless they are 
accompanied by the love of our neighbor. He who loves not his neighbor loves not Thee, my Lord, for in 
all the blood Thou didst shed we see the exceeding great love which Thou bearest for the children of Adam. 

from ‘Exclamations of Soul to God’ #2  
  
 

Love, of self, self-will, selfishness 
  
Such is our self-love that it is the rarest thing for us to blame ourselves or to understand ourselves 

either. 
from ‘Visitation of Convents’  

  
The ways of this world are quite beyond me: as soon as self-interest enters into a thing, sanctity is 

forgotten, and that makes me feel that I loathe the whole business. 
Letter 154  

  
 

Love, relation to fear 
  
If His Majesty is pleased with us, there is none of our adversaries who will not wring his hands in 

despair. This, it may be said, is quite true, but what soul is upright enough to please Him altogether? It is 
for this reason, it will be said, that we are afraid. Certainly there is nothing upright about my own soul: it is 
most wretched, useless and full of a thousand miseries. But the ways of God are not like the ways of men. 
He understands our weaknesses and by means of strong inward instincts the soul is made aware if it truly 
loves Him; for the love of those who reach this state is no longer hidden, as it was when they were 
beginners, but is accompanied by the most vehement impulses and the desire to see God. 

from ‘Life’ ch. 26  
  
Show us, then, O our good Master, some way in which we may live through this most dangerous 

warfare without frequent surprise. The best way that we can do this is to use the love and fear given us by 
God. For love will make us quicken our steps, while fear will make us look where we are setting our feet so 
that we shall not fall on a road where there are so many obstacles. Along that road all living creatures must 
pass, and if we have these two things we shall certainly not be deceived. 

Love and fear of God! These are two strong castles whence we can wage war on the worlds and on the 
devils. 

from ‘Way of Perfection’ ch. 40  
  
 

Love, relation to pain and suffering 
  
God enriches those He loves by giving them practice in suffering. 

Letter 110  
  
 

Love, relation to understanding, wisdom 
  
I can say, then, that if I were asked whether I should prefer to endure all the trials in the world until the 

world itself ends, and afterwards to gain a little more glory, or to have no trials and attain to one degree less 
of glory, I should answer that I would most gladly accept all the trials in exchange for a little more fruition 
in the understanding of the wonders of God, for I see that he who understands Him best loves and praises 
Him best. 

from ‘Life’ ch. 37  
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Love, relation to work, uses 
  
This I should like us to strive to attain: we should desire and engage in prayer, not for our enjoyment, 

but for the sake of acquiring this strength which fits us for service. Let us not try to walk along an 
untrodden path, or at the best we shall waste our time: it would certainly be a novel idea to think of 
receiving these favors from God through any other means than those used by Him and by all His saints. Let 
us not even consider such a thing: believe me, Martha and Mary must work together when they offer the 
Lord lodging, and must have Him ever with them, and they must not entertain Him badly and give Him 
nothing to eat. And how can Mary give Him anything, seated as she is at His feet, unless her sister helps 
her? His food consists in our bringing Him souls, in every possible way, so that they may be saved and may 
praise Him for ever. 

from ‘Interior Castle’ VII.iv  
  
 

Martha (and Mary) 
  
I sometimes remember the complaint of that holy woman, Martha [John 16:24]; her complaint was not 

merely of her sister—I feel sure that the chief cause of her sorrow was the thought that You, Lord, had no 
compassion on her for the labor that she was enduring nor cared whether or no she was with You. Perhaps 
she thought that You had less love for her than for her sister, and this would have troubled her more than 
serving One Whom she loved so dearly, for love turns labor into rest. And so she said nothing to her sister, 
but made her complaint to You, Lord, alone, for love made her bold enough to ask why You had no care 
for her. Your answer, which seems to imply that the source of her complaint was as I have been saying, was 
that it is love alone which gives value to all things and that the most needful thing is that it should be so 
great that nothing can hinder its operation. 

from ‘Exclamations of Soul to God’ #5  
  
 

Mistakes 
  
I love you tenderly and want everything you do to be a success, especially in so serious a matter. The 

worst of it is that, the more I love people, the less I can bear their having any faults. I know that is silly, 
because one learns by making mistakes; but it is impossible to patch up the results of a bad blunder, so it is 
well to walk warily. 

Letter 309  
  
It constantly happens that the Lord permits a soul to fall so that it may grow humbler. When it is honest, 

and realizes what it has done, and returns to what is good, it makes ever increasing progress, as we see 
many of the saints did. 

Letter 304  
  
 

Monasticism, monks, nuns 
  
Formerly, I spent twenty-five years in one [a larger convent] in which there were a hundred and eighty 

nuns. And, as I am writing in a hurry, I will only say that to anyone who loves God all such things will be a 
cross and thus will bring profit to the soul. They will be powerless to harm it if, whatever you are doing, 
you bear in mind that you are alone in your house with God. Until you are given some office which forces 
you to think about other things, pay no heed to them, but try to cultivate the virtue that you see in each of 
the nuns, love her for that virtue, profit by it and pay no attention to her faults. 

That practice was a great help to me, and, despite the conditions I have referred to, I was as unaffected 
by the size of the house as though I had been alone in it—in fact, it was even good for me. For, after all, we 
can love this great God wherever we are. 

Letter 363  
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Only those who have experienced it will believe what pleasure we get from these foundations when we 
find ourselves at last in a cloister which can be entered by no one from the world. For, however much we 
may love those in the world, our love is not enough to deprive us of our great happiness when we find 
ourselves alone. It is as when a great many fish are taken from the river in a net: they cannot live unless 
they are put back in the river. Even so it is with souls accustomed to live in the streams of the waters of 
their Spouse: if they are drawn out of them by nets, which are the things of the world, they can have no true 
life until they find themselves back again. This I always observe in all these sisters and I have discovered it 
to be so by experience. Nuns who find themselves desirous of going out among worldly people, or of 
having a great deal to do with them, may well fear that they have not found the living water of which the 
Lord spoke to the woman of Samaria, and that the Spouse has hidden Himself from them; and they are right 
to fear this, since they are not content to remain with Him. I am afraid this springs from two sources: either 
they have not entered the religious life for His sake alone or else after entering it they have not realized 
how great a favor God has shown them in choosing them for Himself and freeing them from being subject 
to some man, who often brings a woman's life to an end—and God grant he may not also ruin her soul. 

from ‘Book of Foundations’ ch. 31  
  
 

Morality, and ethics 
  
Consider the matter carefully, and remember that we must always aim at the good of all rather than at 

the good of each. 
Letter 34  

  
 

Mysticism, experiences of 
  
In such matters as these [visions] there is always cause to fear illusion; until we are assured that they 

truly proceed from the Spirit of God. Therefore at the beginning it is always best to resist them. If it is 
indeed God who is acting, the soul will but progress still more quickly, for the trial will favor her 
advancement. 

from 'The Interior Castle'  
  
It is of its maximum severity that I will now speak; for although I shall later describe those violent 

impulses which I used to experience when the Lord was pleased to grant me raptures, these, in my view, 
have no more connection with this distress than has an entirely physical experience with an entirely 
spiritual one, and in saying that I do not think I am greatly exaggerating. For, although the distress I refer to 
is felt by the soul, it is also felt by the body. Both seem to share in it, and it does not cause the same 
extreme sense of abandonment as does this. In producing the latter, as I have said, we can take no part, 
though very often a desire unexpectedly arises, in a way which I cannot explain. And this desire, which in a 
single moment penetrates to the very depths of the soul, begins to weary it so much that the soul soars 
upwards, far above itself and above all created things, and God causes it to be so completely bereft of 
everything that, however hard it may strive to do so, it can find nothing on earth to bear it company. Nor 
does it desire company; it would rather die in its solitude. Others may speak to it, and it may itself make 
every possible effort to speak, but all to no avail; do what it may, its spirit cannot escape from that solitude. 
God seems very far from the soul then, yet sometimes He reveals His greatness in the strangest way 
imaginable; this cannot be described—nor, I think, believed or understood—save by those who have 
experienced it. For it is a communication intended, not to comfort the soul but to show it the reason why it 
is wearied—namely, that it is so far away from the Good which contains all that is good within Itself. 

In this communication the desire grows, and with it the extremity of loneliness experienced by the soul 
with a distress so subtle and yet so piercing that, set as it is in that desert, it can, I think, say literally, as the 
Royal Prophet said, when he was in the same state of loneliness (except that, being a saint, he may have 
been granted that experience by the Lord in a higher degree): Vigilavi, et factus sum sicut passer solitarius 
in tecto [I have watched, and am become as a sparrow all alone on the housetop; Psalm 102:7]. That verse 
comes to my mind at these times in such a way that I feel it is fulfilled in myself; and it is a comfort to me 
to know that others, especially such a prophet as this, have experienced that great extremity of loneliness. 
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The soul, then, seems to be, not in itself at all, but on the house-top, or the roof, of its own house, and 
raised above all created things; I think it is far above even its own very highest part. 

On other occasions the soul seems to be going about in a state of the greatest need, and asking itself: 
"Where is thy God?" I should point out here that I did not know the meaning of this verse in the vernacular, 
and that later, when I had learned it, it was a comfort to me to think that the Lord had brought it to my mind 
without any effort of my own. At other times I used to remember some words of Saint Paul, about his being 
crucified to the world. I do not say that this is true of me—indeed, I know it is not—but I think it is true of 
the soul when no comfort comes to it from Heaven, and it is not in Heaven, and when it desires no earthly 
comfort, and is not on earth either, but is, as it were, crucified between Heaven and earth; and it suffers 
greatly, for no help comes to it either from the one hand or from the other. For the help which comes to it 
from Heaven is, as I have said, a knowledge of God so wonderful, and so far above all that we can desire, 
that it brings with it greater torment; for its desire grows in such a way that I believe its great distress 
sometimes robs it of consciousness, though such a state as that lasts only for a short time. It seems as 
though it were on the threshold of death, save that this suffering brings with it such great happiness that I 
know of nothing with which it may be compared. It is a martyrdom, severe but also delectable; for the soul 
will accept nothing earthly that may be offered it, even though it were the thing which it had been 
accustomed to enjoy most: it seems to fling it away immediately. It realizes clearly that it wants nothing 
save its God; but its love is not centered upon any particular attribute of Him: its desire is for the whole of 
God and it has no knowledge of what it desires. By "no knowledge", I mean that no picture is formed in the 
imagination; and, in my opinion, for a great part of the time during which it is in that state, the faculties are 
inactive: they are suspended by their distress, just as in union and rapture they are suspended by joy. 

from ‘Life’ ch. 20  
  
The very fact that they have so many of these experiences makes me suspicious about them, and, 

though some of them may be genuine, I am sure it will be best if they regard them as of little importance, 
and if your Reverence and our Father do the same, or indeed treat them as of no account at all, for nothing 
will be lost by that even if they are genuine. By making no account of them I mean you should say that God 
leads some souls by one road and some by another, and that this particular road is not one that leads to the 
greatest sanctity, which is quite true. These revelations often come from God and yet occasionally they may 
not, but are produced by the imagination. 

Letter 233  
  
With regard to the experience you tell me about, I do not know what to say, for it is certainly a greater 

thing than you realize, and may be the beginning of much blessing if you do not lose this through your own 
fault. I have already experienced that kind of prayer; as a rule, after it is over, the soul remains in a state of 
peace, and then it sometimes engages in certain forms of penance. In particular, if the impulse has been 
very strong, the soul feels it cannot bear not to be doing something for God; for this is a touch of love 
which He bestows on the soul, and if it grows stronger you will understand that part of the verse which you 
now say you cannot; for it is deep grief and pain, which one experiences without knowing whence it comes, 
and yet it is most delectable. And although in actual fact it is a wound inflicted upon the soul by God, we 
do not know whence it comes, nor even if it comes from a wound at all, or what it is: we only feel a 
delectable pain, which makes us cry out and say: 

Thou woundest not, yet pain'st indeed,  
And painlessly the soul is freed  
From love of creatures … 
For when the soul really experiences a touch of this love for God, it withdraws from all creature-love 

without feeling the least pain—this happens, I mean, in such a way as to show that the soul is not shackled 
by any love for them, which could not be so if it had not this love for God; for if we have a great love for 
creatures we are so prone to be distressed about them, and separation from them causes us greater distress 
still. When God takes possession of the soul, He gives it more and more dominion over created things, and 
even if His presence is withdrawn and the satisfaction which the soul was enjoying disappears—which is 
what you are complaining about, as if nothing had happened as regards these feelings of sense, which it 
pleased God should have a share in your soul's joy—He does not withdraw Himself from the soul, nor does 
it fail to grow very rich in graces, and, as time goes on, that becomes evident in the affections. 

Pay no attention to those evil feelings which come to you afterwards. I have never suffered from them 
myself, since God, of His goodness, has always delivered me from such passions, but I think the 
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explanation of them must be that the soul's joy is so keen that it makes itself felt in the body. With God's 
help it will calm down if you take no notice of it. Several people have discussed this with me. 

Those trembling fits will stop too. As the experience is a new one the soul takes fright, and with good 
reason; but after several repetitions it will become used to receiving favors. Resist the trembling fits, and 
any other outward manifestations, as far as you can, or they may become habitual, and that would be more 
of a hindrance than a help. 

This heat which you say you experience will neither help nor hinder (your prayer), but it might well do 
some harm to your health, if it occurred often or were excessive. It may perhaps gradually stop, like the 
trembling. These things, as I understand it, have to do with one's constitution: as yours is sanguine, they 
may be caused by the violent working of the spirit, together with the body's natural heat; you concentrate 
on higher things and the intensity of your concentration is felt in the heart. But, as I say, this adds nothing 
to the value of your prayer. 

I think I answered your question about feeling as though nothing had happened after the experience was 
over. I cannot recall if it is St. Augustine who says: "The Spirit of God passes without leaving a trace, just 
as the arrow leaves no trace in the air". I remember answering that question, but I have had a whole pile of 
letters since receiving yours, and I have still a great many to answer, not having had time to do so before. 

There are other occasions when the condition of the soul is such that for a long time it cannot return to 
itself: it is like the sun, whose rays give out heat even when it cannot itself be seen. The soul seems to 
belong to some other place, and to animate the body without being in the body, because one of the faculties 
is suspended. 

Letter 163  
  
 

Obedience 
  
But I needed all of the difficulties, for my will was not bent to obedience. Once the Lord told me that I 

was not obeying unless I was determined to suffer. I must fix my eyes on all that He had suffered and I 
should find everything easy. 

from ‘Life’ ch. 26  
  
God prefers your health, and your obedience, to your penances. For the discipline of the will is more 

important than chastisement of the body. 
Letter 171  

  
I remember a monk telling me that he had made a resolution, to which he attached great importance, 

never to refuse to do anything which his superior commanded him, however much labor it might cost him. 
One day when it was very late and he was so completely exhausted by his work that he could not longer 
keep on with it and was going off to rest, his superior met him and told him to take his spade and go and 
dig in the garden. He said nothing, although he was so weary that he could hardly stand, but took his spade, 
and, just as he was about to enter a passage leading to the garden (which I saw many years after being told 
about this, for I was able to found a house in the place), Our Lord appeared to him, bearing His Cross, and 
looking so tired and fatigued that He made him realize very clearly how his own sufferings were nothing by 
comparison with His. 

from ‘Book of Foundations’ ch. 5  
  
Nor is this person the only one of his kind: I have known many others. Some of them I had not seen for 

years—even for a great many years—and when I asked them what they had been doing they would say 
they had been spending all their time in occupations imposed upon them by obedience and charity. And yet 
I found them so far advanced in spiritual matters that I was astounded. So come, then, my daughters, let 
there be no disappointment when obedience keeps you busy in outward tasks. If it sends you to the kitchen, 
remember that the Lord walks among the pots and pans and that He will help you in inward tasks and in 
outward ones too. 

from ‘Book of Foundations’ ch. 5  
  
What I do want to make clear is the reason why, as I believe, obedience brings us the sooner to that 

happy state and is the best means of attaining it. It is because we are in no way masters of our own wills, 
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and cannot employ them purely and sincerely in the service of God, until we submit them to reason, and the 
true way for us so to submit them is that of obedience. This cannot be done by means of reasoning; for our 
nature and our love of self can argue so effectively that reasoning would never get us anywhere. Very often 
what seems to us the best of reasons for not doing a thing if we have no desire to do it seems ridiculous 
when we do want to do it. 

from ‘Book of Foundations’ ch. 5  
  
 

Opinion, concern about other people's 
  
If any person wishing to make progress in spiritual matters finds that he is becoming punctilious about 

his reputation, let him believe what I say and put this attachment right behind him, for it is a chain which no 
file can sever: only God can break it, with the aid of prayer and great effort on our part. It seems to me to 
be an impediment on this road and I am amazed at the harm it does. I see some people whose actions are 
very holy and who do such wonderful things that everyone is astonished at them. God bless me, then! Why 
are such souls still on earth? How is it that they have not reached the summit of perfection? What is the 
reason for this? What can it be that is impeding one who is doing so much for God? Why, simply his 
punctiliousness about his reputation! And the worst of it is that this sort of person will not realize that he is 
guilty of such a thing, the reason sometimes being that the devil tells him that punctiliousness is incumbent 
upon him. 

Let such persons believe me, then: for the love of the Lord let them believe this little ant, for she speaks 
because it is the Lord's will that she should do so. If they fail to remove this caterpillar, it may not hurt the 
whole tree, for some of the other virtues will remain, but they will all be worm-eaten. The tree will not be 
beautiful: it will neither prosper itself nor allow the trees near it to do so, for the fruit of good example 
which it bears is not at all healthy and will not last for long. I repeat this: however slight may be our 
concern for our reputation, the result of it will be as bad as when we play a wrong note, or make a mistake 
in time, in playing the organ—the whole passage will become discordant. Such concern is a thing which 
harms the soul whenever it occurs; but in the life of prayer it is pestilential. 

from ‘Life’ ch. 31  
  
Let our thoughts always be fixed upon what endures, and not trouble themselves with earthly things 

which do not endure even for a lifetime. For to-day some other sister will be in your superior's good books; 
whereas to-morrow, if she sees you exhibiting some additional virtue, it is with you that she will be better 
pleased—and if she is not it is of little consequence. Never give way to these thoughts, which sometimes 
begin in a small way but may cost you a great deal of unrest. Check them by remembering that your 
kingdom is not of this world, and that everything comes quickly to an end, and that there is nothing in this 
life that goes on unchangingly. 

from ‘Way of Perfection’ ch. 29  
  
 

Prayer 
  
And even despite illness, or other hindrances, we can still engage in true prayer, when there is love in 

the soul, by offering up that very impediment, remembering Him for whom we suffer it and being resigned 
to it and to a thousand other things which may happen to us. It is here that love comes in; for we are not 
necessarily praying when we are alone, nor need we refrain from praying when we are not. 

from ‘Life’ ch. 7  
  
For the love of God, let all who practice prayer consider this. Let them be told that by far the worst life I 

ever led was when I abandoned prayer. … [But] I began to return to my senses and continued upon it, first 
falling and then rising again, and making very little progress; still, he who never ceases walking, and 
advances all the time, may reach his goal late, but does reach it all the same. To lose one’s way seems to be 
the same thing as giving up prayer. May God deliver us from doing so. 

from ‘Life’ ch. 19  
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I don't know why you want those terrors and fears, since God is leading you by the way of love. At one 
time, of course, you did need them. Don't suppose it is always the devil who hinders prayer: sometimes the 
ability to pray is taken from us by the mercy of God; and, for many reasons, which I have not time to tell 
you, I would say that it is almost as great a mercy when He takes it away as when He gives it in abundant 
measure. 

Letter 158  
  
Returning, then, to those who can make use of their reasoning powers, I advise them not to spend all 

their time in doing so; their method of prayer is most meritorious, but, enjoying it as they do, they fail to 
realize that they ought to have a kind of Sunday—that is to say, a period of rest from their labor. To stop 
working, they think, would be a loss of time, whereas my view is that this loss is a great gain; let them 
imagine themselves, as I have suggested, in the presence of Christ, and let them remain in converse with 
Him, and delighting in Him, without wearying their minds or fatiguing themselves by composing speeches 
to Him, but laying their needs before Him. 

from ‘Life’ ch. 13  
  
Take no notice of that feeling you get of wanting to leave off in the middle of your prayer, but praise 

the Lord for the desire you have to pray: that, you may be sure, comes from your will, which loves to be 
with God. It is just melancholy that oppresses you and gives you the feeling of constraint. Try occasionally, 
when you find yourself oppressed in that way, to go to some place where you can see the sky, and walk up 
and down a little: doing that will not interfere with your prayer, and we must treat this human frailty of ours 
in such a way that our nature is not subjected to undue constraint. We are seeking God all the time, and it is 
because of this that we go about in search of means to that end, and it is essential that the soul should be led 
gently. 

Letter 59  
  
That tranquil prayer you refer to is the Prayer of Quiet: there is something about it in that little book 

[Way of Perfection]. As to those stirrings of sense, I explained all about them to you so that you would 
know what to do. I am quite clear they are of no account, so the best thing is to make no account of them. I 
was once told by a very learned person that a man had come to him in great trouble, because whenever he 
communicated a very evil thought came to him—much worse than the things you tell me about—and so he 
had been ordered not to receive Communion, except once a year, when it is of obligation to do so. 
Although not a man of much spiritual experience, this learned man saw the weakness of this, and told him 
to take no notice of his thoughts, but to communicate every week. He did so, and lost his fear of the 
thoughts, whereupon they left him. So take no notice of yours either. 

Letter 168  
  
The first thing I wish to discuss, as far as my limited understanding will allow, is the nature of the 

essence of perfect prayer. For I have come across some people who believe that the whole thing consists in 
thought; and thus, if they are able to think a great deal about God, however much the effort may cost them, 
they immediately imagine they are spiritually minded; while, if they become distracted, and their efforts to 
think of good things fail, they at once become greatly discouraged and suppose themselves to be lost. 
Learned men will not have such ignorant beliefs as this, although I have met a few who had, but, as far as 
we women are concerned, it behoves us to be forewarned. I do not mean that it is not a favor from the Lord 
if any of us is able to be continually meditating upon His works; and it is good for us to try to do this. But it 
must be realized that not everyone has by nature an imagination capable of meditating, whereas all souls 
are capable of love. … The soul is not thought, nor is the will controlled by thought - it would be a great 
misfortune if it were. The soul’s profit, then, consists not in thinking much but in loving much. 

How will this love be acquired? By our resolving to work and to suffer and by our doing so whenever 
the occasion offers. 

from ‘Book of Foundations’ ch. 5  
  
The soul will lose a great deal if it is not careful about this, especially if it has a lively understanding, 

with the result that, when it begins to hold discourse with itself and think out reflections, it will soon begin 
to fancy it is doing something worth while if its discourses and reflections are at all clever. All that the 
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reason has to do in this state is to understand that there is no reason, save His goodness alone, why God 
should grant us so great a favor, and to realize that we are very near Him ... 

This is a prayer that comprises a great deal and achieves more than any amount of meditation on the 
part of the understanding. Let the will, in order to quicken its love, arouse within itself certain reasons 
which reason itself will picture to it when it sees itself in so much better a state. Let it make certain acts of 
love, too, concerning what it will do for Him to Whom it owes so much, without allowing the 
understanding to make any noise, as I have said, in its search for these clever reflections. A few little straws 
laid down with humility (and they will be less than straws if it is we who lay them down) are more to the 
point here, and of more use for kindling the fire, than any amount of wood—that is, of the most learned 
reasoning—which, in our opinion, will put it out in a moment. This will be good advice for the learned men 
who are commanding me to write, for, by the goodness of God, all of them will reach this state, and it may 
be they will spend their time in making applications of verses from Scripture; but, although they will have 
no difficulty in making good use of their learning both before and after prayer, they will have little need for 
it, in my view, during their actual periods of prayer, when it will only make their will lukewarm; for at 
those times the understanding, through being so near the light, sees with the greatest clearness, so that even 
I, though the sort of person I am, seem to be quite different. … 

In the sight of Infinite Wisdom, believe me, there is more value in a little study of humility and in a 
single act of it than in all the knowledge in the world. So in this state there is no room for argument but 
only for a plain recognition of what we are, a presenting of ourselves in our simplicity before God, Whose 
will is that the soul should become a fool, as in truth it is in His sight, for it is due to His Majesty's great 
humility, we being what we are, that He suffers it to be near Him. 

from ‘Life’ ch. 15  
  
What I have learned is this: that the entire foundation of prayer must be established in humility, and 

that, the more a soul abases itself in prayer, the higher God raises it. 
from ‘Life’ ch. 22  

  
 

Prayer, effects of 
  
As we are saying, then, this little butterfly has now died, full of joy at having found rest, and within her 

lives Christ. Let us see what her new life is like, and how different it is from her earlier one, for it is by the 
effects which result from this prayer that we shall know if what has been said is true. As far as I can 
understand, the effects are these. 

First, there is a self-forgetfulness which is so complete that it really seems as though the soul no longer 
existed, because it is such that she has neither knowledge nor remembrance that there is either heaven or 
life or honor for her, so entirely is she employed in seeking the honor of God. It appears that the words 
which His Majesty addressed to her have produced their effect—namely, that she must take care of His 
business and He will take care of hers. And thus, happen what may, she does not mind in the least, but lives 
in so strange a state of forgetfulness that, as I say, she seems no longer to exist, and has no desire to exist—
no, absolutely none—save when she realizes that she can do something to advance the glory and honor of 
God, for which she would gladly lay down her life. 

Do not understand by this that she neglects to eat and sleep (though having to do this is no little torment 
to her), or to do anything which is made incumbent upon her by her profession. We are talking of interior 
matters: as regards exterior ones there is little to be said. Her great grief is to see that all she can do of her 
own strength is as nothing. Anything that she is capable of doing and knows to be of service to Our Lord 
she would not fail to do for any reason upon earth. 

The second effect produced is a great desire to suffer, but this is not of such a kind as to disturb the 
soul, as it did previously. So extreme is her longing for the will of God to be done in her that whatever His 
Majesty does she considers to be for the best: if He wills that she should suffer, well and good; if not she 
does not worry herself to death as she did before. 

When these souls are persecuted again, they have a great interior joy, and much more peace than in the 
state described above. They bear no enmity to those who ill-treat them, or desire to do so. Indeed they 
conceive a special love for them so that, if they see them in some trouble, they are deeply grieved and 
would do anything possible to relieve them; they love to commend them to God, and they would rejoice at 
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not being given some of the favors which His Majesty bestows upon them if their enemies might have them 
instead and thus be prevented from offending Our Lord. 

from ‘Interior Castle’ VII.iii  
  
Before I forget: I do not approve of your nuns' writing on subjects to do with prayer; there are many 

disadvantages in the practice which I should like to mention. You must realize that it is not only a waste of 
time; it interferes with the soul's freedom of action; and then, too, it may lead the nuns to imagine all kinds 
of things. If I remember, I will say this to our Father; if I do not, you should speak to him about it yourself. 
If their experiences are of any substance, they will never forget them; and if they are of a kind that can be 
forgotten, there is no point in their writing them down. It will be sufficient if they tell our Father what they 
remember of them when they see him. It seems to me they are quite safe if they do that, and, if there is one 
thing which can do them harm, it is attributing importance to things they see or hear. The reason I insist so 
much upon this is that I know what a bad thing it is for them to keep thinking of what they are going to 
write—the devil can so easily suggest things to them. If anything they say demands really serious 
consideration, your Reverence can write it down, and they need not even know. If I had appeared to attach 
any importance to the things San Jeronimo told me, she would never have stopped, so I said nothing, 
though actually I thought some of them were genuine. Believe me, the best thing for the nuns to do is to 
praise the Lord Who gives these things, and, as soon as they are over, just let them be: what matters is the 
profit they bring the soul. 

Letter 223  
  
God knows that if, as I say, our actions and our words are one, the Lord will unfailingly fulfil our 

petitions, give us His kingdom and help us by means of supernatural gifts, such as the Prayer of Quiet, 
perfect contemplation … . 

from ‘Way of Perfection’ ch. 37  
  
The benefits [of prayer and union] thus achieved remain in the soul for some time; having now a clear 

realization that the fruits of this prayer are not its own, it can start to share them and yet have no lack of 
them itself. It begins to show signs of being a soul that is guarding the treasures of Heaven and to be 
desirous of sharing them with others and to beseech God that it may not be alone in its riches. Almost 
without knowing it, and doing nothing consciously to that end, it begins to benefit its neighbors, and they 
become aware of this benefit because the flowers have now so powerful a fragrance as to make them desire 
to approach them. They realize that the soul has virtues, and, seeing how desirable the fruit is, would fain 
help it to partake of it. If the ground is well dug over by trials, persecutions, back-bitings and infirmities 
(for few can attain such a state without these), and if it is broken up by detachment from self-interest, the 
water will sink in so far that it will hardly ever grow dry again. But if it is just earth in the virgin state and 
as full of thorns as I was at first; if it is not yet free from occasions of sin and not so grateful as it should be 
after receiving such great favors: then it will once again become dry. If the gardener becomes careless, and 
the Lord is not pleased, out of His sheer goodness, to send rain upon it afresh, then you can set down the 
garden as ruined. This happened to me several times and I am really amazed at it: if I had not had personal 
experience of it, I could not believe it. I write this for the consolation of weak souls like myself, so that they 
may never despair or cease to trust in God's greatness. Even if, after reaching so high a point as this to 
which the Lord has brought them, they should fall, they must not be discouraged if they would not be 
utterly lost. For tears achieve everything: one kind of water attracts another. 

from ‘Life’ ch. 19  
  
The fact is that, in these interior, spiritual things, the most potent and acceptable prayer is the prayer 

that leaves the best effects. I do not mean it must immediately fill the soul with desires; for, although such 
desires are good, they are sometimes not as good as our love of self makes us think. I should describe the 
best effects as those that are followed up by actions—when the soul not only desires the honor of God, but 
really strives for it, and employs the memory and understanding in considering how it may please Him and 
show its love for Him more and more. 

Oh, that is real prayer—which cannot be said of a handful of consolations that do nothing but console 
ourselves. When the soul experiences these, they leave it weak and fearful and sensitive to what others 
think of it. I should never want any prayer that would not make the virtues grow within me. If with my 
prayer there come severe temptations and aridities and tribulations, and these leave me humbler, then I 
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should consider it good prayer, for by the best prayer I mean that which is most pleasing to God. One must 
not think that a person who is suffering is not praying. He is offering up his sufferings to God, and many a 
time he is praying much more truly than one who goes away by himself and meditates his head off, and, if 
he has squeezed out a few tears, thinks that that is prayer. 

Letter 122  
  
 

Prayers, hymns, exhortations, praises 
  
Alas, alas, Lord! How long is this exile, and how, as I endure it, do I suffer, out of desire for my God! 

What can a soul do, Lord, when it is cast into this prison? O Jesus, how long man's life is, though we speak 
of it as short! Short it is, my God, for gaining life that cannot end, but very long for the soul that desires to 
see itself in the presence of its God. What cure canst Thou provide for this suffering? There is none, save to 
suffer for Thee. 

Oh, my sweet rest pertaining to the lovers of my God! Fail not those that love thee, for thou dost 
increase, and yet solace, the torment which the Beloved causes the soul that desires Him. O Lord, I desire 
to please Thee, and well do I know that my pleasure can be found in no mortal being: since this is so, Thou 
wilt not blame my desire. Behold me here, Lord; if it is needful for me to live in order to do Thee some 
service, then, in the words of Thy lover Saint Martin, I refuse none of the trials that may come to me on 
earth. 

But alas, woe is me, my Lord! For he had works to give Thee, whereas I have only words, and am 
unable to give Thee more. May my desires, my God, be availing in the sight of Thy Divine Presence: 
consider not my slight deserving. Let us all deserve to love Thee, Lord; since we have to live, let us live for 
Thee, and let our desires and interests disappear. What greater thing can we gain than to please Thee? Oh, 
my Pleasure and my God! What shall I do to please Thee? My services, however many I render to my God, 
are miserable. Then why must I remain in this wretched misery? In order that the will of the Lord may be 
done. What greater gain is there than that, my soul? Wait, wait, for you know not when the day or the hour 
will come. Watch carefully, for all passes quickly, although your desire makes what is certain seem 
doubtful, and time, which is short, seem long. Reflect that, the longer the battle, the better can you prove 
the love which you have for your God, and the more shall you rejoice with your Beloved with joy and 
delight which can have no end. 

from ‘Exclamations of Soul to God’ #15  
  
Do Thou strengthen and prepare my soul first of all, Good of all good, my Jesus, and do Thou then 

ordain means whereby I may do something for Thee, for no one could bear to receive as much as I have 
done and pay nothing in return. Cost what it may, Lord, permit me not to come into Thy presence with such 
empty hands, since a man's reward must be in accordance with his works. Here is my life; here is my honor 
and my will. I have given it all to Thee; I am Thine; dispose of me according to Thy desire. Well do I 
know, my Lord, of how little I am capable. But now that I have approached Thee, now that I have mounted 
this watch-tower whence truths can be seen, I shall be able to do all things provided Thou withdraw not 
from me. 

from ‘Life’ ch. 21  
  
God deliver me from frowning saints! 

reported by Teresa’s cousin the Venerable Mother Maria de San Jeronimo  
  
Grant us, my God, to understand what it is that You give to those who fight manfully through the dream 

of this miserable life. Help us, oh lover-souls, to understand what joy it gives you to behold the eternity of 
your bliss and what delight to possess the certain knowledge that it will never end. Oh, unhappy are we, my 
Lord, for well do we know and believe these truths, yet our inveterate habit of not reflecting upon them 
makes them so strange to our souls that they neither know them nor seek to know them! Oh, how selfish 
and how covetous of their own pleasures and joys are those who, unwilling to wait but a short time—to 
wait a year, a day, an hour, or perhaps no more than a moment—in order to enjoy them so abundantly, lose 
everything for the sake of enjoying some miserable thing that they see before them! 

Oh, oh, oh! How little do we trust Thee, Lord 
from ‘Exclamations of Soul to God’ #13  
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He who truly loves Thee, my God, travels by a broad and a royal road and travels securely. It is far 
away from any precipice, and hardly has such a man stumbled in the slightest degree when Thou, Lord, 
givest him Thy hand. One fall—and even many falls, if he loves Thee and not the things of the world—will 
not be enough to lead him to perdition: he will be travelling along the valley of humility. I cannot 
understand why it is that people are afraid to set out upon the way of perfection. May the Lord, for His 
name's sake, make us realize how unsafe we are amid such manifest perils as beset us when we follow the 
crowd, and how our true safety lies in striving to press ever forward on the way of God. Our eyes must be 
fixed upon Him and we must not be afraid that this Sun of Justice will set, or that He will allow us to travel 
by night, and so be lost, unless we first forsake Him. 

from ‘Life’ ch. 35  
  
May it please God to give me grace so that I may not always remain a beginner. 

from ‘Life’ ch. 31  
  
Now do I see, my Spouse, that Thou art mine; I cannot deny it. For my sake didst Thou come to the 

world; for my sake didst Thou suffer these great trials; for my sake didst Thou endure these scourgings; for 
my sake hast Thou remained with us in the Most Holy Sacrament; and now Thou dost bestow on me these 
exceeding great marks of Thy love. Then, holy Bride that I am (for, as I said, Thou didst call me so), what 
can I do for my Spouse? 

Truly, sisters, I know not how to resolve this difficulty. How can I be Thine, my God? What can a 
person do for Thee who has contrived such evil things as I? I can only lose the favors Thou hast granted 
me. From such a one what services could be hoped for? And even if, by Thy favor, I should accomplish 
something, consider how little a miserable worm can do. How can a powerful God have need of it? O love, 
in how many places would I fain repeat these words, for it is He alone Who dares to say, with the Bride: "I 
have loved my Beloved." He allows us to think that He needs us—He, this true Lover, my Spouse and my 
Good. 

Then, daughters, since He allows us to think this, let us exclaim once more: "My Beloved to me and I to 
my Beloved!" Thou to me, Lord! If Thou comest to me, how can I doubt that I can render Thee great 
services? Henceforth, then, Lord, I would forget myself and look solely at the ways in which I can serve 
Thee and have no will save Thine own. But my will is powerless, my God; it is Thou that art powerful. All 
I can do is to resolve to serve Thee, and this resolve I make and will henceforth carry into action. 

from ‘Conceptions of Love of God’ ch. 4  
  
O Christians! O my daughters! For the love of the Lord, let us awake out of this sleep and remember 

that He does not keep us waiting until the next life before rewarding us for our love of Him. Our 
recompense begins in this life. O my Jesus! If one could but describe how great a gain it is to cast ourselves 
into the arms of this Lord of ours and make an agreement with His Majesty that I should look to my 
Beloved and He towards me, that He would take care of my affairs and I of His! Let us not be so fond of 
ourselves that we blind ourselves, for, as the saying goes, love is blind. Again, my God, I speak to Thee, 
and beg Thee, by the blood of Thy Son, to grant me this favor: "Let Him kiss me with a kiss of His mouth". 
For what am I, Lord, without Thee? And what am I worth if I am not near Thee? If once I stray from Thy 
Majesty, be it ever so little, where shall I find myself? 

O my Lord, my Mercy and my Good! What more do I want in this life than to be so near Thee that there 
is no division between Thee and me? In such company, what can become difficult? What can one not 
undertake for Thy sake with Thyself so near? What thanks are due to me, Lord? Rather must I blame 
myself exceedingly for not having served Thee. And so, with Saint Augustine, I beg Thee, most resolutely, 
to "give me what Thou dost ordain and to ordain in me what Thou wilt". Never, with Thy help and favor, 
will I turn my back on Thee. 

from ‘Conceptions of Love of God’ ch. 4  
  
O life, life, where canst thou find thy sustenance when thou art absent from thy Life? In such great 

loneliness, how dost thou occupy thyself? What dost thou do, since all thy actions are faulty and imperfect? 
Wherein dost thou find comfort, O my soul, in this stormy sea? I grieve for myself, but still more do I 
grieve for the time when I lived without grief. 

from ‘Exclamations of Soul to God’ #1  
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O my God and my infinite Wisdom, without measure and without bounds, high above the 
understanding both of angels and of men! O Love, Who loves me more than I can love myself or conceive 
of love! Why, Lord, have I the will to desire more than it is Your will to give me? Why do I wish to weary 
myself by begging You for things fashioned by my desire, since You already know what are the ends of all 
that my understanding can conceive and my will desire, while I myself know not what is best for me? The 
very thing in which my soul thinks to find profit will perchance bring about my ruin. For, if I beg You to 
deliver me from a trial, the object of which is my mortification, what is it that I am begging of You, my 
God? If I beseech You to give it me, perchance it may not be proportionate to my patience, which is still 
weak and cannot bear so great a blow; and if I suffer it with patience and am not strong in humility, I may 
think that I have achieved something, whereas it is You who are achieving it all, my God. 

from ‘Exclamations of Soul to God’ #17  
  
O my God, had I but understanding and learning and new words with which to exalt Thy works as my 

soul knows them! All these, my Lord, I lack, but if Thou forsakest me not, I shall never fail Thee. Let all 
learned men rise up against me, let all created things persecute me, let the devils torment me, but fail Thou 
me not, Lord, for I have already experience of the benefits which come to him who trusts only in Thee and 
whom Thou deliverest. 

from ‘Life’ ch. 25  
  
Praised be the Lord, who has delivered me from myself! 

from ‘Life’ ch. 23  
  
Why have I said this, my God? To whom do I complain? Who will hear me if not Thou, my Creator and 

Father? But what need have I to speak that Thou mayest understand my grief, since I see so clearly that 
Thou art within me? This is folly on my part. But ah, my God, how shall I be sure that I am not separated 
from Thee? O my life, that must be lived in such uncertainty about a matter of such importance! Who 
would desire thee, since the gain to be derived or hoped for from thee—namely, to please God in all 
things—is so unsure and fraught with such peril? 

from ‘Exclamations of Soul to God’ #1  
  
You say: "Come to Me, all you that labor and are burdened: and I will comfort you." What more do we 

want, Lord? What do we ask for? What do we seek? Why are worldly people lost if not because they are 
seeking repose? O God! O God! What is this, Lord? How sad a pity! How blind of us to seek repose where 
it cannot possibly be found! Have mercy, Creator, on these Your creatures. Reflect that we do not 
understand ourselves, or know what we desire, nor are we able to ask as we should. Give us light, Lord. 
Behold, we need it more than the man who was blind from his birth, for he wished to see the light and 
could not, whereas nowadays, Lord, no one wishes to see it. Oh, what a hopeless ill is this! Here, my God, 
must be manifested Your power and Your mercy. 

from ‘Exclamations of Soul to God’ #8  
  
 

Riches 
  
May God grant you in your quiet retreat to gain great and eternal riches: any other wealth is like fairy 

money, though it does no harm to people who use it well. 
Letter 310  

  
 

Saint John of the Cross 
  
You should not complain when you have among you Father Fray John of the Cross. He is a divine, 

heavenly man. I assure you, my daughter, since he left us I have not found another like him in the whole of 
Castile, nor anyone else who inspires souls with such fervor to journey to Heaven. You would never 
believe how lonely I feel without him. Consider what a great treasure you have in that saint, and see that all 
the sisters in your house talk to him and tell him about their souls. They will see what good it does them 
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and will find themselves in every way greatly advanced in spirituality and perfection, for Our Lord has 
given him special grace for that purpose … 

I can assure you I should be glad if I had my Father Fray John of the Cross here, for he is indeed the 
Father of my soul and one of those with whom it does me most good to have converse. Treat him with 
complete frankness, my daughter, for, I assure you, you can behave with him just as you would with me 
and he will satisfy you fully in your needs, for he is very spiritual and has great experience and learning. He 
is sorely missed here by those who were brought up on his teaching. So give thanks to God for having 
ordained that you shall have him so near you. I am writing to tell him to attend to your wants, and he is so 
kind that I know he will do so whenever any need presents itself. 

Letter 261  
  
 

Self-criticism 
  
The devil has yet another temptation, which is to make us appear very poor in spirit: we are in the habit 

of saying that we want nothing and care nothing about anything: but as soon as the chance comes of our 
being given something, even though we do not in the least need it, all our poverty of spirit disappears. 
Accustoming ourselves to saying this goes far towards making us think it true. It is very important always 
to be on the watch and to realize that this is a temptation, both in the things I have referred to and in many 
others. For when the Lord really gives one of these solid virtues, it seems to bring all the rest in its train: 
that is a very well known fact. But I advise you once more, even if you think you possess it, to suspect that 
you may be mistaken; for the person who is truly humble is always doubtful about his own virtues; very 
often they seem more genuine and of greater worth when he sees them in his neighbors. 

from ‘Way of Perfection’ ch. 38  
  
 

Self-deception 
  
I do not know why I am telling you all this except to show you the dangers which result from our not 

resolutely turning aside from all worldly things, by doing which we should spare ourselves many sins and 
many trials. … 

Some souls bewilder me, for there seems nothing to prevent their becoming the friends of God. In 
particular I will tell you about one person with whom, a short time ago, I was very intimate. She was fond 
of communicating very often; she never spoke ill of anyone; she was greatly moved when at prayer; and 
she enjoyed continual solitude, for she lived in her house alone. So gentle was her disposition that nothing 
that was said to her ever vexed her, which argued a high degree of perfection, nor did she ever utter a 
wrong word. She had never married, and was no longer of an age to do so. She had had to bear many 
annoying experiences, yet she had kept her peace. When I observed all this in her, it seemed to me to point 
to a soul in a most advanced state, and proficient in prayer, and at first I greatly esteemed her, as I never 
saw her offend God and I gathered she was careful not to do so. 

But, when I came to know her, I began to realize that her placidity lasted only for so long as there was 
no threat to her self-interest. Once that was involved, her conscience was by no means so strict—in fact it 
was quite lax. I found that, although she would put up with all kinds of things that were said to her, she was 
very touchy about her reputation, and it would not be her fault if she lost a jot or a tittle of either her 
reputation or her worldly esteem. So absorbed was she in her miserable self-regard, so fond was she of 
getting to know this and learning all about that, that I marveled she was able to remain alone for a single 
hour. She was also very fond of her own comfort. Besides all this she would gild over everything she did so 
as to make it seem blameless. When I listened to the arguments that she put forward about certain matters I 
thought I should myself have been to blame if I had judged her, though in others she was very obviously in 
the wrong—perhaps because she misunderstood her own motives. She bewildered me, yet almost everyone 
else regarded her as a saint. Then I began to see that she must herself have been to blame for some of the 
persecutions which she used to talk about and I no longer envied her way of life or her sanctity. In fact, she 
and two other souls whom I have known in this life (they have just come to my mind) were saints in their 
own opinion, but, when I got to know them, they frightened me more than all the sinners I have ever met. 
Let us beseech the Lord to enlighten us. 

from ‘Conceptions of Love of God’ ch. 2  
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The same thing happens with regard to humility. We think that we have no desire for honor and that we 
care nothing about anything; but as soon as our honor comes to be slighted in some detail our feelings and 
actions at once show that we are not humble at all. If an opportunity occurs for us to gain more honor, we 
do not reject it; even those who are poor, and to whom I have just referred, are anxious to have as much 
profit as possible—God grant we may not go so far as actually to seek it! We always have phrases on our 
lips about wanting nothing, and caring nothing about anything, and we honestly think them to be true, and 
get so used to repeating them that we come to believe them more and more firmly. But when, as I say, we 
keep on the watch, we realize that this is a temptation. 

from ‘Way of Perfection’ ch. 38  
  
 

Self-knowledge and self-examination 
  
How little we understand ourselves! There is a bit of self-love in everything we do. 

Letter 289  
  
However high a state the soul may have attained, self-knowledge is incumbent upon it, and this it will 

never be able to neglect even should it so desire. 
from ‘Interior Castle’ I.ii  

  
 

Solitude 
  
For that desire [for solitude] is ever present in souls which truly love God. The reason I say we gain 

more in the other way [obedience] is that it makes us realize what we are and of how much our own virtue 
is capable. For if a person is always recollected, however holy he may think himself to be, he does not 
know if he is patient and humble, and he has no means of knowing it. A man may be very strong, but how 
can he be sure he is if he has not proved himself in battle? …. 

O God, if only we could understand what a plight we are in! Unless we understand this there is danger 
for us in everything. For that reason it is very good for us to be under the orders of others, so that we may 
appreciate our own lowliness. And I think it is a greater favor if the Lord sends us a single day of humble 
self-knowledge, even at the cost of many afflictions and trials, than many days of prayer. The more so 
because the true lover everywhere loves his Beloved, and continually remembers Him. It would be a bad 
business if we could practice prayer only by getting alone in corners. I know that I cannot be alone for 
many hours, but, O my Lord, how potent with Thee is a sigh issuing from the heart, a sigh of sorrow at the 
thought, not only that we are in this exile, but that we have no opportunity to enjoy a solitude which might 
give us fruition of Thee! 

This makes it clear that we are His slaves, sold through love of Him, and of our own free will, to the 
virtue of obedience, since it is through obedience that we have to some extent renounced the fruition of 
God Himself. 

from ‘Book of Foundations’ ch. 5  
  
 

Soul, as empty, nothing, a vessel 
  
The soul collects wood and does all it can by itself, but finds no way of kindling the fire of the love of 

God. It is only by His great mercy that the smoke can be seen, which shows that the fire is not altogether 
dead. Then the Lord comes back and kindles it, for the soul is driving itself crazy with blowing on the fire 
and rearranging the wood, yet all its efforts only put out the fire more and more. I believe the best thing is 
for the soul to be completely resigned to the fact that of itself it can do nothing, and busy itself, as I have 
already suggested, in other meritorious activities, for the Lord may perhaps be depriving it of the power to 
pray, precisely so that it may engage in these other activities and learn by experience how little it can do of 
itself. 

from ‘Life’ ch. 37  
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This, however, I think, was not the result of humility, but often proceeded from a temptation. It seemed 
to me that I was deceiving everybody; and, though it is true that it was their own belief that there was some 
good in me which was deceiving them, I had no desire to deceive them, nor did I ever try to do so: for some 
reason the Lord permitted it. So, unless I saw that such a course was necessary, I said nothing about these 
things even to my confessors, for to do so would have caused me grave scruples. I realize now that all these 
little fears and troubles and this apparent humility were sheer imperfection, due to my lack of mortification. 
For a soul left in the hands of God cares nothing whether good or evil is spoken of it if it has a right 
understanding. And, when the Lord is pleased to grant it the grace of understanding, it must understand 
clearly that it has nothing of its own. 

from ‘Life’ ch. 31  
  
 

Suffering 
  
Believe me, suffering is a great favor. Remember that everything comes to an end, as you have seen, 

and take courage. Reflect that our gain is eternal. 
Letter 330  

  
Every day I am better able to appreciate the favor which Our Lord shows me in making me realize what 

blessings come from suffering. In that way I can accept serenely what little satisfaction there is in the things 
of this life, since they are of such brief duration. 

Letter 71  
  
Oh, my lady, how great are the judgments of this great God of ours! The time will come when you will 

prize them more than all the comforts you have had in this life. We grieve at things that are happening now, 
but if we think of the road which He trod in this life and then of all who we know are tasting the joys of His 
kingdom, there would be nothing which would bring us greater happiness than suffering, nor can there be 
any surer way to the assurance that we are making progress in God's service. 

Letter 40  
  
We should never try to get anything but troubles since we are trying to follow Him Who had them all 

His life long without ever deserving them. 
Letter 13  

  
 

Suffering, is necessary 
  
I have been thinking of a saint I knew in Avila—for it was quite clear she was living the life of a saint. 

She had given away everything she had for God's sake, till she had nothing left but the blanket which she 
used to cover herself with and then she gave that away too. Immediately God sent her a period of the 
severest interior trials and aridities, whereupon she began to complain bitterly and said: "Are You like that, 
Lord? You have left me with nothing and now You are forsaking me too?" He is like that. He rewards great 
services with trials, and there can be no better reward, for out of trials springs love for God. 

Letter 403  
  
 

Tears (weeping) 
  
Do not let us suppose that if we weep a great deal we have done everything that matters; let us also set 

to and work hard, and practice the virtues, for these are what we most need. Let the tears come when God is 
pleased to send them: we ourselves should make no efforts to induce them. They will leave this dry ground 
of ours well watered and will be of great help in producing fruit; but the less notice we take of them, the 
more they will do, because they are the water which comes from Heaven. 

from ‘Interior Castle’ VI.vi  
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Temptation, trials, tests 
  
Let us always beseech God that temptation may not be strong enough for us to offend Him but that He 

may send it to us in proportion to the strength which He gives us to conquer it. If we keep a pure 
conscience, we can suffer little or no harm. 

from ‘Way of Perfection’ ch. 41  
  
Test us, Lord, You who know all truth, that we may know ourselves. 

from ‘Interior Castle’ III.i  
  
There is another very dangerous kind of temptation: a feeling of security caused by the belief that we 

shall never again return to our past faults and to the pleasures of the world. "I know all about these things 
now," we say, "and I realize that they all come to an end and I get more pleasure from the things of God." If 
this temptation comes to beginners it is very serious; for, having this sense of security, they think nothing 
of running once more into occasions of sin. They soon come up against these—and then God preserve them 
from falling back farther than before! The devil, seeing that here are souls which may do him harm and be 
of great help to others, does all in his power to prevent them from rising again. However many consolations 
and pledges of love the Lord may give you, therefore, you must never be so sure of yourselves that you 
cease to be afraid of falling back again, and you must keep yourselves from occasions of sin. 

from ‘Way of Perfection’ ch. 39  
  
 

Transformation, of evil into good 
  
I find my wealth in poverty; 
I triumph even as I fight; 
Labor is rest, and heavy, light; 
Sorrows I bear contentedly. 
 
In suffering is all my pride; 
I'm honored when I'm humbled low; 
As others take from me I grow 
And flourish as I'm vilified. 
 
In hunger I can find my fill 
And hope is born of every fear. 
When perils threaten, joys appear, 
And pleasure has its source in ill. 

from 'Poems' XXVI  
  
 

Trinity 
  
The revelation which I have received consists of Three distinct Persons, each of Whom can be seen by 

Himself and each of Whom Himself speaks. Since then I have been thinking that the Son alone took human 
flesh, through which this truth is made manifest. These Persons have mutual love, communication and 
knowledge, each in relation to the rest. If, then, each Person is One by Himself, how do we say, and 
believe, that all Three are One Essence (and this is a very profound truth, I would die a thousand deaths in 
defense of it)? In all Three Persons there is not more than one will and one power and one dominion, so 
that none of Them can do anything without Another; so, however many creatures there may be, there is 
only One Creator. 

from ‘Spiritual Relations’ #33  
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Unity, and Union (with God), deification 
  
And meanwhile, what is the soul doing? This it is impossible to say: we know nothing more than the 

words of the Bride: "He set in order charity in me." Certainly, if she is loving, she neither knows how, nor 
understands what, she is loving; the exceeding great love borne her by the King Who has brought her to 
this high state must have united her love to Himself in a way that the understanding is not worthy to 
comprehend. These two loves, then, become one: the love of the soul has been brought into genuine union 
with that of God. How could the intellect ever grasp this? 

from ‘Conceptions of Love of God’ ch. 6  
  
On explaining to me the nature of Union: “Think not that being very close to Me is union, for those who 

offend Me are also very close to Me, though against their will.” 
from ‘Spiritual Relations’ ch. 29  

  
So mysterious is the secret, and so sublime the favor that God thus bestows instantaneously on the soul, 

that it feels a supreme delight, only to be described by saying that our Lord vouchsafes for the moment to 
reveal to it His own heavenly glory in a far more subtle way than by any vision or spiritual delight. As far 
as can be understood, the soul, I mean the spirit of this soul, is made one with God, who is Himself a spirit, 
and Who has been pleased to show certain persons how far His love for us extends in order that we may 
praise His greatness. He has thus deigned to unite Himself to His creature: He has bound Himself to her as 
firmly as two human beings are joined in wedlock and will never separate Himself from her. 

from the 'Interior Castle'  
  
The soul in this state would be glad never to emerge from it; this would not be in the least grievous to 

her, but a great satisfaction, for it is what she desires. And how blessed would be the death that she would 
meet at the hands of this love! Were it not that His Majesty sometimes gives her light by which she can see 
that it is good for her to live, her weak nature, she knows, could not endure this favor if it were of long 
duration. So, in order to be able to escape from this immense blessing she asks Him for another, and thus 
she says: "Stay me up with flowers" [Song of Solomon]. These flowers have a different perfume from any 
that we know on earth. I understand the Bride to mean that she is asking to be enabled to accomplish great 
things in the service of Our Lord and her neighbor, and for the sake of this she rejoices to lose her delight 
and pleasure; for, although it belongs rather to the active life than to the contemplative, and she will 
apparently be the loser if this petition is granted, yet, when the soul is in this state, Martha and Mary never 
fail, as it were, to work together. The interior part of the soul works in the active life, and in things which 
seem to be exterior; but, when active works proceed from this source, they are like wondrous and sweetly 
scented flowers. For the tree from which they come is love of God for His own sake alone, without self-
interest; and the perfume of these flowers is wafted abroad, to the profit of many—it is a perfume which 
does not vanish quickly, but endures, and works great blessings. 

from ‘Conceptions of Love of God’ ch. 7  
  
 

Unknowing 
  
Let us now come to the most intimate part of what the soul experiences in this condition. The persons 

who must speak of it are those who know it, for it cannot be understood, still less described. … I was 
wondering what it is the soul does during that time, when the Lord said these words to me: “It dies to itself 
[is consumed, annihilated] wholly, in order that it may fix itself more and more upon Me; it is no longer 
itself that lives, but I. As it cannot comprehend what it understands, it is an understanding which 
understands not.” … I can only say that the soul feels close to God and that there abides within it such a 
certainty that it cannot possibly do other than believe. 

from ‘Life’ ch. 18  
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Vanity, flattery 
  
Never speak of anything concerning yourself which is worthy of praise—such as your learning, virtues 

or descent—unless with the hope that some profit will come of it. If you do so speak, let it be with 
humility, and the remembrance that these are gifts from the hand of God. 

from ‘Maxims’  
  
 

Visions, locutions 
  
As for poor women like myself, who are weak and lack fortitude, I think it fitting that we should be led 

by means of favors: this is the way in which God is leading me now, so that I may be able to suffer certain 
trials which it has pleased His Majesty to give me. But when I hear servants of God, men of weight, 
learning and intelligence, making such a fuss because God is not giving them devotion, it revolts me to 
listen to them. I do not mean that, when God gives them such a thing, they ought not to accept it and set a 
great deal of store by it, because in that case His Majesty must know that it is good for them. But I do mean 
that if they do not receive it they should not be distressed: they should realize that, as His Majesty does not 
give it them, it is unnecessary; they should be masters of themselves and go on their way. Let them believe 
that they are making a mistake about this: I have proved it and seen that it is so. Let them believe that it is 
an imperfection in them if, instead of going on their way with freedom of spirit, they hang back through 
weakness and lack of enterprise. 

from ‘Life’ ch. 11  
  
It should be remembered that the weakness of our nature is very great, especially in women, and that it 

shows itself most markedly in this way of prayer [visions, revelations]; so it is essential that we should not 
at once suppose every little imagining of ours to be a vision; if it is one, we may be sure that the fact will 
soon become clear. When a person is subject to melancholy much more caution is necessary; fancies of this 
kind have come to me and I have been quite alarmed to find how possible it is for people to think they see 
what they do not. 

from ‘Book of Foundations’ ch. 8  
  
Since You are almighty, I accepted all the wondrous works which You had done as most certain; and in 

this respect, as I say, I never harbored a doubt. While I was wondering how in Your justice You could 
ordain that so many of Your faithful handmaidens, as I have said, should not be given the graces and favors 
which You bestowed on me, being such as I was, You answered me, Lord, saying "Serve thou Me, and 
meddle not with this". This was the first word which I ever heard You speak to me and so it made me very 
much afraid. 

from ‘Life’ ch. 19  
  
Some people seem to be frightened at the very mention of visions or revelations. I do not know why 

they think a soul being led in this way by God is on such a dangerous path, nor what is the source of the 
alarm. I do not want here to discuss what visions are good and what are bad, or the signs which very 
learned people have given me by which the good may be distinguished from the bad. My subject is the 
course which anyone who finds herself receiving them will do best to pursue, for there are few confessors 
to whom she can go who will not make her afraid. Confessors are really less alarmed when they hear that 
the devil is harassing a soul with all kinds of temptation, with a spirit of blasphemy or with foolish and 
unseemly ideas, than they are scandalized at being told that a person has seen or heard some angel, or has 
had a vision of Jesus Christ crucified, Our Lord. … 

I know of a person whose confessors made her terribly depressed about such things; and yet, as she 
discovered later by the great results and good works which proceeded from them, they were of God. She 
found it very difficult, when she saw His figure in any vision, to make the sign of the Cross and expressions 
of contempt, as she had been ordered to do. Later she consulted a very learned Dominican, Fray Domingo 
Banez, who told her that she was acting wrongly and that no one should ever do this. For, he said, wherever 
we see a representation of Our Lord it is right for us to reverence it, even if it has been painted by the devil 
himself; for he is a skillful painter, and, though trying to harm us, he is doing us a kindness if he paints us a 
crucifix or any other picture in so lifelike a way as to leave a deep impression upon our hearts. This 
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argument seemed to me excellent; for, when we see a very fine picture, we always value it even if we know 
it has been painted by a wicked man, and we should never allow the identity of the painter to hinder our 
devotion. Just so the good or the evil is not in the vision, but in the person who sees it, and depends upon 
his profiting by it and upon his humility. Where there is humility, no harm can possibly ensue, even though 
the vision come from the devil; and where there is no humility, there can be no profit, even if the vision 
come from God. For if what should engender humility in the soul, which knows it does not deserve such a 
favor, makes it proud, it becomes like the spider, which turns all its food into poison, instead of resembling 
the bee, which turns it into honey. 

from ‘Book of Foundations’ ch. 8  
  
There is another way in which God awakens the soul, and which, although in some respects it seems a 

greater favor than the others, may also be more perilous. For this reason I will spend a short time in 
describing it. This awakening of the soul is effected by means of locutions, which are of many kinds. Some 
of them seem to come from without; others from the innermost depths of the soul; others from its higher 
part; while others, again, are so completely outside the soul that they can be heard with the ears, and seem 
to be uttered by a human voice. Sometimes—often, indeed—this may be a fancy, especially in persons who 
are melancholy—I mean, are affected by real melancholy—or have feeble imaginations. … 

Locutions may come from God in any of the ways I have mentioned, or they may equally well come 
from the devil or from one's own imagination. I will describe, if I can, with the Lord's help, the signs by 
which these locutions differ from one another and when they are dangerous. For there are many people 
given to prayer who experience them, and I would not have you think you are doing wrong whether or no 
you give them credence, when they are only for your own benefit, to comfort you or to warn you of your 
faults. In such cases it matters little from whom they proceed or if they are only fancies. But of one thing I 
will warn you: do not think that, even if your locutions come from God, you will for that reason be any the 
better. After all, He talked a great deal with the Pharisees: any good you may gain will depend upon how 
you profit by what you hear. Unless it agrees strictly with the Scriptures, take no more notice of it than you 
would if it came from the devil himself. The words may, in fact, come only from your weak imagination, 
but they must be taken as a temptation against things pertaining to the Faith and must therefore invariably 
be resisted so that they may gradually cease; and cease they will, because they will have little power of 
their own. 

To return, then, to our first point: whether they come from within, from above or from without, has 
nothing to do with their coming from God. The surest signs that one can have of their doing this are, in my 
opinion, as follows. The first and truest is the sense of power and authority which they bear with them, both 
in themselves and in the actions which follow them. I will explain myself further. A soul is experiencing all 
the interior disturbances and tribulations which have been described, and all the aridity and darkness of the 
understanding. A single word of this kind—just a "Be not troubled"—is sufficient to calm it. No other word 
need be spoken; a great light comes to it; and all its trouble is lifted from it, although it had been thinking 
that, if the whole world, and all the learned men in the world, were to combine to give it reasons for not 
being troubled, they could not relieve it from its distress, however hard they might strive to do so. Or a soul 
is distressed because its confessor, and others, have told it that what it has is a spirit sent by the devil, and it 
is full of fear. Yet that single word which it hears: "It is I, fear not," takes all its fear from it, and it is most 
marvelously comforted, and believes that no one will ever be able to make it feel otherwise. Or it is greatly 
exercised because of some important piece of business and it has no idea how this will turn out. It is then 
given to understand that it must be calm and all will turn out well; and it acquires a new confidence and is 
no longer troubled. And so with many other things. 

The second sign is that a great tranquility dwells in the soul, which becomes peacefully and devoutly 
recollected, and ready to sing praises to God. Oh, Lord, if there is such power in a word sent by one of Thy 
messengers (for they say that, in this Mansion, at least, such words are uttered, not by the Lord Himself, but 
by some angel), what power wilt Thou not leave in the soul that is bound to Thee, as art Thou to it, by love. 

The third sign is that these words do not vanish from the memory for a very long time: some, indeed, 
never vanish at all. Words which we hear on earth—I mean, from men, however weighty and learned they 
may be—we do not bear so deeply engraven upon our memory, nor, if they refer to the future, do we give 
credence to them as we do to these locutions. For these last impress us by their complete certainty, in such 
a way that, although sometimes they seem quite impossible of fulfilment, and we cannot help wondering if 
they will come true or not, and although our understanding may hesitate about it, yet within the soul itself 
there is a certainty which cannot be overcome. … 
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Some locutions are very much clearer than others. The genuine locution is so clear that, even if it 
consists of a long exhortation, the hearer notices the omission of a single syllable, as well as the 
phraseology which is used; but in locutions which are created fancifully by the imagination the voice will 
be less clear and the words less distinct; they will be like something heard in a half-dream. 

The second reason is that often the soul has not been thinking of what it hears—I mean that the voice 
comes unexpectedly, sometimes even during a conversation, although it frequently has reference to 
something that was passing quickly through the mind or to what one was previously thinking of. But often 
it refers to things which one never thought would or could happen, so that the imagination cannot possibly 
have invented them, and the soul cannot be deceived about things it has not desired or wished for or that 
have never been brought to its notice. 

The third reason is that in genuine locutions the soul seems to be hearing something, whereas in 
locutions invented by the imagination someone seems to be composing bit by bit what the soul wishes to 
hear. 

The fourth reason is that there is a great difference in the words themselves: in a genuine locution one 
single word may contain a world of meaning such as the understanding alone could never put rapidly into 
human language. 

The fifth reason is that frequently, not only can words be heard, but, in a way which I shall never be 
able to explain, much more can be understood than the words themselves convey and this without any 
further utterance. 

from ‘Interior Castle’ VI.iii  
  
When our Lord speaks, it is both word and work: His words are deeds. … I found myself, through these 

words alone, tranquil and strong, courageous and confident, at rest and enlightened: I felt I could maintain 
against all the world that my prayer was the work of God. … I could not believe that Satan, if he wished to 
deceive me, could have recourse to means so adverse to his purpose as this, of rooting out my faults, and 
implanting virtues and spiritual strength: for I saw clearly that I had become another person, by means of 
these visions. 

quoted in "Mystical Element of Religion", by von Hügel 
  
 

Warfare, spiritual 
  
If, then, you sometimes fall, do not lose heart, or cease striving to make progress, for even out of your 

fall God will bring good just as a man selling an antidote will drink poison before he takes it in order to 
prove its power. If nothing else could show us what wretched creatures we are and what harm we do to 
ourselves by dissipating our desires, this war which goes on within us would be sufficient to do so and to 
lead us back to recollection. Can any evil be greater than the evil which we find in our own house? What 
hope can we have of being able to rest in other people's homes if we cannot rest in our own? For none of 
our friends and relatives are as near to us as our faculties, with which we have always to live, whether we 
like it or not, and yet our faculties seem to be making war upon us, as if they were resentful of the war 
made upon them by our vices. 

from ‘Interior Castle’ II.i  
  
We must make some progress, however little, every day and show some increase of fervor. We ought to 

act as if we were at war—as, indeed, we are—and never relax until we have won the victory. 
Letter #2  

  
 

Way, difficulties on 
  
I have been trying very hard to discover the source of a deep absorption which I have seen in certain 

persons to whom the Lord gives great joy in prayer and who leave nothing undone in order to prepare 
themselves for the reception of His favors. … 

I wish I knew how to explain myself here, but it is so difficult that I do not know if I shall be able to do 
so: I am quite sure, however, that souls who are deceived in this way will understand if they will only 
believe me. I know some, souls of great virtue, who have been in such a state for seven or eight hours and 
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have believed it all to be rapture; and every virtuous practice affected them in such a way that they 
immediately relinquished control of themselves, because they thought that it was not right to resist the 
Lord. If they were to go on in that way, and to find no remedy, they would gradually lose their senses or 
die. What I understand to be the case here is that, when the Lord begins to comfort the soul, our nature, 
being so fond of pleasure, abandons itself so completely to this pleasurable condition that it would not 
move, or lose what it has gained, for anything in the world. For in truth this pleasure is greater than any 
worldly pleasure, and may be bestowed upon a person of weak constitution, or upon one whose mind (or, to 
put it better, whose imagination) has no natural versatility, but who, once he has begun to study a subject, 
continues his study and never seeks distraction; in such a case this is what happens here, according to the 
person's nature, constitution or weakness. Many people, when they begin to think of anything—not 
necessarily of a thing having to do with God—remain absorbed in it and look at objects without noticing 
them: such people are temperamentally slow and seem to be so absent-minded that they forget what they 
are going to say. And, oh, if such persons should become melancholy! They will begin to nurse a thousand 
pleasant delusions. 

Of this kind of temperament I shall say something later on; but what I have described may take place 
even in those who do not possess it, as also in persons who are worn out by penance. For, as I have said, 
when love begins to cause them sense-pleasure, they allow themselves, as I have already said, to be carried 
completely away by it. In my opinion, their love would be much better if they did not allow themselves to 
be carried away, for at this stage in their prayer they are quite capable of offering resistance. For just as, in 
cases of physical debility, a faintness is felt which prevents the subject from speaking or moving, so it is 
here, if we do not resist; for, if the physical constitution is weak, the power of the spirit constrains and 
subdues it. 

I may be asked what difference there is between this and rapture, for the two things, at least in 
appearance, are the same. This is not an unreasonable thing to say, but it is incorrect. For rapture, or union 
of all the faculties, as I have said, lasts only a short time and leaves in the soul marked effects and an 
interior light, together with many other benefits: the understanding does not work at all—it is the Lord Who 
is at work in the will. In this state the position is very different. The body is captive, but the will, the 
memory and the understanding are not. Their operations, however, are irregular, and, if by chance they are 
occupied in a particular subject, they will keep on debating it among themselves all the time. 

I find no advantage in this bodily weakness, for it is nothing else, except that it has sprung from a good 
beginning; it would be more to the point to use the time well rather than to spend so much of it in a state of 
absorption. Much more merit can be derived from a single act, and from the frequent arousing of the will to 
love God, than from the abandonment of it to this state of inertia. So I advise prioresses to make all 
possible efforts to prevent these long swoons, for in my opinion they do nothing but paralyze the faculties 
and senses and hinder them from fulfilling the commands of the soul; and in this way they deprive them of 
the advantage which, if they proceed with care, they generally gain. If a prioress finds that this is caused by 
weakness, she must dispense from fasts and disciplines (I refer to those which are not of obligation, and 
there may be times when she can forbid all such things with a clear conscience) and give such persons 
duties to do so as to distract them from thoughts of self. 

And even when a soul is not subject to these swoons, such treatment is still necessary if the imagination 
is apt to get deeply absorbed, even though it be on lofty subjects concerning prayer. For it sometimes 
happens that such a soul loses control of itself, especially if it has received some extraordinary favor from 
the Lord, or seen some vision. This may affect it in such a way that it believes itself always to be seeing the 
vision, whereas in fact it saw it only once. Anyone who finds herself thus absorbed for many days on end 
must try to change the subject of her meditation. Provided she is meditating on things concerning God, 
there is no disadvantage in turning from one subject to another, so long as they all have to do with Him. 
And she will sometimes derive as much joy from meditating on His creatures and on the power which He 
manifested in creating them as in thinking upon the Creator Himself. 

O hapless human misery, which sin has brought to such a pass that even in what is good we need 
restraint and measure lest we should so ruin our health as to be unable to enjoy it! It is certainly a good 
thing for many people, especially those who are imaginative or weak in intelligence, to know this about 
themselves: it is very necessary for them to do so and they will serve Our Lord the better for it. And when 
anyone finds that her imagination is occupied with a mystery of the Passion, or with the glory of Heaven, or 
with anything of that kind, and for many days she is unable to think of anything else, anxious as she is to do 
so, or to throw off her absorption in it, let her realize that it is good for her to do what she can to distract 
herself. If she does not, she will come in time to realize what harm has ensued and that this has arisen from 
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the causes I have mentioned—either from great physical weakness, or from the imagination, which is much 
worse. For when a madman gets an idea into his head he is not his own master and cannot distract himself 
or think of anything else, and no reasoning can persuade him to do so, because he is not master of his 
reason; and the same thing is true here, though this is a delectable madness. And, oh, if such a person has a 
melancholy temperament! It may then do her a great deal of harm. I cannot think of any way in which this 
absorption can be good. 

from ‘Book of Foundations’ ch. 6  
  
More courage is necessary for following the way of perfection, if one is not perfect, than for suddenly 

becoming a martyr; for perfection cannot be acquired quickly, except by one to whom by some particular 
privilege the Lord is pleased to grant this favor. When the world sees anyone setting out on that road it 
expects him to be perfect all at once and detects a fault in him from a thousand leagues' distance; yet in that 
particular person the fault may be a virtue, and his critic, in whom it is a vice, may be judging him by 
himself. They will not allow him to eat or sleep—they will hardly let him breathe, as we say: the more 
highly they think of him, the more they seem to forget that he is still in the body. For, however perfect his 
soul may be, he is still living on earth, and however resolutely he may trample earth's miserable limitations 
beneath his feet, he is still subject to them. And so, as I say, he needs great courage. His poor soul has not 
yet begun to walk, and men expect it to fly. He has not yet conquered his passions, and men expect him to 
rise to great occasions and be as brave as they read the saints were after they had been confirmed in grace. 

from ‘Life’ ch. 31  
  
The road on which we enter is a royal road which leads to heaven. Is it strange that the conquest of such 

a treasure should cost us rather dear? 
from 'Camino de Perfeccion' ch. xxiii  

  
There are other souls whom you will observe, if you watch them, to be beginning in many respects to 

make progress, yet they stop on the way. I mean those who care little about what men say of them, or about 
their reputation, but are not practiced in mortification or in the denial of their own wills, and thus seem not 
to have lost the fear of hurting their bodies. They are ready to suffer and they seem already to be quite 
perfect, yet in grave matters, which concern the Lord's honor, their own honor begins to trouble them again. 
And this without their realizing it; for they think they are not fearing the world at all, but only God. They 
imagine dangers, and all kinds of things that may happen, with the result that one virtuous action causes 
great harm, and the devil himself appears to be teaching them this. On occasions they even prophesy what 
may happen in a thousand years. 

These are not the souls to do what Saint Peter did when he cast himself into the sea, or to imitate many 
other of the saints. They will bring other souls to the Lord if they can do so peacefully but not if it means 
running into dangers; and faith does very little to make them more resolute. I have noticed one thing, that 
we find very few people in the world (apart from those living the religious life) who trust in God for their 
maintenance. 

from ‘Conceptions of Love of God’ ch. 2  
  
There is something else, too, which I want to tell you. If we think the Lord has given us a certain grace, 

we must understand that it is a blessing which we have received but which He may take away from us 
again, as indeed, in the great providence of God, often happens. Have you never observed this yourselves, 
sisters? I certainly have: sometimes I think I am extremely detached, and, in fact, when it comes to the test, 
I am; yet at other times I find I have such attachment to things which the day before I should perhaps have 
scoffed at that I hardly know myself. At some other time I seem to have so much courage that I should not 
quail at anything I was asked to do in order to serve God, and, when I am tested, I find that I really can do 
these things. And then on the next day I discover that I should not have the courage to kill an ant for God's 
sake if I were to meet with any opposition about it. Sometimes it seems not to matter in the least if people 
complain or speak ill of me, and, when the test comes, I still feel like this—indeed, I even get pleasure from 
it. And then there come days when a single word distresses me and I long to leave the world altogether, for 
everything in it seems to weary me. And I am not the only person to be like this, for I have noticed the 
same thing in many people better than myself, so I know it can happen. 

That being so, who can say that he possesses any virtue, or that he is rich, if at the time when he most 
needs this virtue he finds himself devoid of it? No, sisters: let us rather think of ourselves as lacking it and 
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not run into debt without having the means of repayment. Our treasure must come from elsewhere and we 
never know when God will leave us in this prison of our misery without giving us any. If others, thinking 
we are good, bestow favors and honors upon us, both they and we shall look foolish when, as I say, it 
becomes clear that our virtues are only lent us. The truth is that, if we serve the Lord with humility, He will 
sooner or later succor us in our needs. But, if we are not strong in this virtue, the Lord will leave us to 
ourselves, as they say, at every step. This is a great favor on His part, for it helps us to realize fully that we 
have nothing which has not been given us. 

from ‘Way of Perfection’ ch. 38  
  
When we proceed with all this caution, we find stumbling-blocks everywhere; for we are afraid of 

everything, and so dare not go farther, as if we could arrive at these Mansions by letting others make the 
journey for us! That is not possible, my sisters; so, for the love of the Lord, let us make a real effort: let us 
leave our reason and our fears in His hands and let us forget the weakness of our nature which is apt to 
cause us so much worry. Let our superiors see to the care of our bodies; that must be their concern: our own 
task is only to journey with good speed so that we may see the Lord. Although we get few or no comforts 
here, we shall be making a great mistake if we worry over our health, especially as it will not be improved 
by our anxiety about it—that I well know. I know, too, that our progress has nothing to do with the body, 
which is the thing that matters least. What the journey which I am referring to demands is great humility, 
and it is the lack of this which prevents us from making progress. 

from ‘Interior Castle’ III.ii  
  
 

Way, stages, signs of progress 
  
It is weary of the time when it paid heed to niceties concerning its own honor, and of the mistaken 

belief which it had that what the world calls honor is really so. It now knows that to be a sheer lie and a lie 
in which we are all living. It realizes that genuine honor is not deceptive, but true; that it values what has 
worth and despises what has none; for what passes away, and is not pleasing to God, is worth nothing and 
less than nothing. It laughs at itself and at the time when it set any store by money and coveted it; though I 
do not believe I ever had to confess to being covetous of money—it was quite bad enough that I should 
have set any store by it at all. If the blessing of which I now see myself in possession could be purchased 
with money I should set tremendous store by it, but it is clear that this blessing is gained by abandoning 
everything. 

from ‘Life’ ch. 20  
  
You say you do not feel a resolute determination not to offend Him, but when you get the opportunity 

of serving Him and of avoiding occasions of offending Him which might present themselves, you find 
yourself strong: that, it seems to me, is the real sign of what is meant by desire. Your joy when you can 
approach the Most Holy Sacrament daily and the regret you feel when you are unable to do so indicate a 
desire for closer friendship (with God) than that which you describe as being common to all. You must 
keep on realizing what favors you are receiving from His hand, so that your love for Him may keep 
growing, and you must stop brooding over the refinements of your unhappiness, which we all conjure up in 
far too great numbers. I myself do so especially. 

Letter 381  
  
 

Will, submission of 
  
But even if we do all that is in us, how can we repay God, since, as I say, we have nothing to give save 

what we have first received? We can only learn to know ourselves and do what we can—namely, surrender 
our will and fulfil God's will in us. Anything else must be a hindrance to the soul which the Lord has 
brought to this state. It causes it, not profit, but harm, for nothing but humility is of any use here, and this is 
not acquired by the understanding but by a clear perception of the truth, which comprehends in one 
moment what could not be attained over a long period by the labor of the imagination—namely that we are 
nothing and that God is infinitely great. 
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I will give you one piece of advice: do not suppose that you can reach this state by your own effort or 
diligence; that would be too much to expect. On the contrary, you would turn what devotion you had quite 
cold. You must practice simplicity and humility, for those are the virtues which achieve everything. You 
must say: "Fiat voluntas tua." 

from ‘Way of Perfection’ ch. 32  
  
It seems very easy to say that we will surrender our will to someone, until we try it and realize that it is 

the hardest thing we can do if we carry it out as we should. 
from ‘Way of Perfection’ ch. 32  

  
Let me live, or let me die; 
Give me sickness, give me health; 
Give me poverty or wealth; 
Let me strive or peaceful lie. 
Weakness give or strength supply— 
I accept it all of Thee: 
What wilt Thou have done with me? 

from 'Poems' II  
  
The fact is, I am as amazed as I am distressed—and I often complain to Our Lord about this—to see 

how the poor soul has to share in the frailty of the body: it really seems as if it has to observe the same laws 
and participate in its needs and in things which cause it suffering. 

This, I think, is one of the great trials and miseries of life, when we have not much spirituality with 
which to control it. It is a trial to be ill and suffer great pains, but I think nothing of it if my soul is awake, 
for it will then be praising God and reflecting that these things come from His hand. But it is a terrible thing 
to be suffering on the one hand and yet achieving nothing on the other, especially if a soul is conscious of 
fervent desires to know neither inward nor outward rest, but to spend itself wholly in the service of its great 
God. In such a case it has no other remedy than patience, knowledge of its wretchedness and a resignation 
to the will of God, so that He may use it for whatever He pleases and as He pleases. 

from ‘Book of Foundations’ ch. 29  
  
The highest perfection consists not in interior favors or in great raptures or in visions or in the spirit of 

prophecy, but in the bringing of our wills so closely into conformity with the will of God that, as soon as 
we realize He wills anything, we desire it ourselves with all our might, and take the bitter with the sweet, 
knowing that to be His Majesty's will. This, I think, is a most difficult thing—not so much the actual 
performance of it as the joy in doing something which brings our will wholly into opposition with our 
nature, as is certainly the case here. But, if our love is perfect, it has this quality of leading us to forget our 
own pleasure in order to please Him Whom we love. And that is indeed what happens. Immense as our 
trials may be, they become sweet to us if we know we are pleasing God. And so those who have reached 
this state love to be persecuted and dishonored and wronged. This is very true; and it is so well known and 
so evident that there is no reason for me to insist upon it. 

from ‘Book of Foundations’ ch. 5  
  
There are days when, times without number, I remember what Saint Paul says—though his words are 

certainly not true of me—and think that it is not I who live, or speak, or cherish desires, but that I am being 
directed and given strength by One Who is within me. And I am living, as it were, almost entirely outside 
myself, so that life causes me the greatest distress. And the chief offering I make to God, as a great service 
to Him, is that, grievous as it is for me to be parted from Him, for love of Him I still desire to live. I should 
like my life to be full of sore trials and persecutions; since I cannot make progress I should at least like to 
be able to suffer; and I would endure all the trials in the world to gain the very smallest additional degree of 
merit—I mean, through a more complete fulfilment of His will. 

from ‘Spiritual Relations’ #3  
  
… Pay no further attention to our own wishes. Such great importance does the Lord attach to this 

submissiveness … that if we practice it, now entirely annihilating our own desires, now winning only after 
a thousand battles, and thinking the judgment given in our case to be folly, we shall come, by means of this 
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painful exercise, to resign ourselves entirely to doing what we are commanded. We shall do it in the end, 
whether it costs us pain or no, and the Lord, for His part, will help us so much that, just because we submit 
our will and reason to Him, He will make us masters of them. Then, being masters of ourselves, we shall be 
able to employ ourselves wholly in the service of God, making Him a complete surrender of our will so that 
He may unite it with His own, beseeching Him that the fire of His love may come down from Heaven and 
consume this sacrifice and giving up everything that may displease Him. For there will be nothing more left 
for us to do, since, at the cost of all this labor, we shall have laid our gifts on the altar, which, so far as in us 
lies, will have no more to do with the earth. 

from ‘Book of Foundations’ ch. 5  
  
 

Work, important in small things 
  
A slight failing in a single virtue is sufficient to deaden all the rest. 

from ‘Life’ ch. 36  
  
And as for those who are to come after us, and who will find everything made plain for them, let them, 

for the love of Our Lord, allow no practice which makes for perfection to fall into abeyance. Let it never be 
said of them, as is said of some other Orders, that they do nothing but laud their beginnings. It is we who 
are the beginners now; but let them continually strive to be beginners too, in the sense of growing better 
and better all the time. Let them keep watch over the most trifling things and realize that the devil is always 
boring little holes through which in time great faults may enter. Let them never say: "This does not matter. 
We are being too particular about this." Everything matters if it is not helping us to make progress. 

from ‘Book of Foundations’ ch. 29  
  
When a nun begins to grow slack in a few things, which in themselves seem unimportant, and persists 

in these bad habits and suffers no twinges of conscience, this is an evil peace, which the devil can use to 
lead her into a thousand kinds of sin. Such, for example, is some infringement of the Constitution, which is 
not in itself a sin, or inattention to some command of a Superior; this may not be attributable to malice—
still, the Superior is in the place of God, and it is always well that we should realize this and pay continual 
attention to her wishes. All these are little things which occur from time to time, and in themselves do not 
seem to be sins—but we do commit faults, and we always shall, for we are miserable sinners. I do not deny 
this, but I say that when we commit them we must repent and realize how wrong we have been; for 
otherwise, as I say, the devil will be delighted with us and may gradually make our souls insensible to these 
little things. And I assure you, daughters, that when he has got thus far, he has won no small victory, and I 
am afraid he will go farther still. For the love of God, then, look to yourselves carefully; you cannot avoid 
war in this life, for with so many enemies it is impossible for us to sit with our hands in our laps; we must 
always be watchful and pay heed to both our outward and our inward behavior. 

from ‘Conceptions of Love of God’ ch. 2  
  
 

Work, independent of place 
  
Fray Antonio has told me that when he came in sight of the hamlet he felt a very great inward joy, 

thinking that he had now done with the world for good, by renouncing it entirely and burying himself in 
that solitary retreat. Neither of them considered the house at all bad: in fact, they thought themselves 
extremely fortunate. 

O God, how little have buildings and outward comforts to do with the inward life of the soul! For love 
of Him I beg you, my sisters and fathers, never to be other than very modest in this matter of large and 
sumptuous houses. Let us bear in mind our true founders, those holy Fathers from whom we are descended, 
for we know it was the road of poverty and humility which they took that led them to the fruition of God. 

I have really seen greater spirituality, and even inward joy, in places where there has seemed to be no 
kind of physical comfort at all than later on, when there has been a large house and comfort in abundance. 
However large the house may be, of what benefit is that to us? We can make use only of a single cell—
what do we gain by its being very large and well built? What, indeed? We have not to spend all our time 
looking at the walls. If we remember that this house is not to be our home for ever, but only for the short 
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period of our life, whatever the length of that may be, everything will become acceptable to us; and we 
shall realize that, the less we have here, the greater will be our fruition in eternity, where the mansions we 
shall inhabit will correspond to the love with which we have imitated the life of our good Jesus. 

from ‘Book of Foundations’ ch. 14  
  
 

Work, inner superior to outer  
  
They [the nuns] must earn their livelihood, not by fine work, but by spinning or sewing or other 

occupations which are not so highly skilled as to engage the attention and divert it from Our Lord. 
from the ‘Constitutions’, ‘Of Things Temporal’  

  
 

Work, must go on to life's end 
  
I only wish I were a person of great authority so that my words might be believed: I beseech the Lord 

that His Majesty may be pleased to grant me this. I repeat that no one who has begun to practice prayer 
should be discouraged and say: "If I am going to fall again, it will be better for me not to go on practicing 
prayer." I think it will be if such a person gives up prayer and does not amend his evil life; but, if he does 
not give it up, he may have confidence that prayer will bring him into the haven of light. This was a matter 
about which the devil kept plaguing me, and I suffered so much through thinking myself lacking in 
humility for continuing prayer, when I was so wicked, that, as I have said, for a year and a half I gave it 
up—or at any rate for a year: I am not quite sure about the six months. This would have been nothing less 
than plunging into hell—nor was it: there was no need for any devils to send me there. Oh, God help me, 
how terribly blind I was! How well the devil succeeds in his purpose when he pursues us like this! The 
deceiver knows that if a soul perseveres in practicing prayer it will be lost to him, and that, by the goodness 
of God, all the relapses into which he can lead it will only help it to make greater strides onward in His 
service. 

from ‘Life’ ch. 19  
  
Let the conclusion of the whole matter be this. We must strive all the time to advance, and, if we are not 

advancing, we must cherish serious misgivings, as the devil is undoubtedly anxious to exercise his wiles 
upon us. For it is unthinkable that a soul which has arrived so far should cease to grow: love is never idle, 
so failure to advance would be a very bad sign. A soul which has once set out to be the bride of God 
Himself, and has already had converse with His Majesty and reached the point which has been described, 
must not lie down and go to sleep again. 

from ‘Interior Castle’ V.iv  
  
 

Work, summary/overview 
  
It is always a good thing to look carefully into the beginnings of anything you do if the results are to be 

good. 
Letter 68  

  
 

Working with other people 
  
Although you may think the world’s praise does you no harm, do not place any trust in that. Remember 

how many are now in the depths who were once on the heights. There is no security in our life; so, for the 
love of God always struggle with yourselves against these praises; in this way you will emerge with the 
great gain of humility, and both the devil and the world will be confounded. 

from ‘Conceptions of Love of God’ ch. 2  
  
Always think of yourself as everyone’s servant. 

from ‘Maxims’  
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Another source of harm is this: we may judge others unfavorably, though they may be holier than 
ourselves, because they do not talk as we do, but, in order to profit their neighbors, talk freely and without 
restraint. You think such people are imperfect; and if they are good and yet at the same time of a lively 
disposition, you think them dissolute. This is especially true of those of us who are unlearned and are not 
sure what we can speak about without committing sin. It is a very dangerous state of mind, leading to great 
uneasiness and to continual temptation, because it is unfair to our neighbor. It is very wrong to think that 
everyone who does not follow in your own timorous footsteps has something the matter with her. Another 
danger is that, when it is your duty to speak, and right that you should speak, you may not dare to do so lest 
you say too much and may perhaps speak well of things that you ought to hate. 

Try, then, to be as pleasant as you can, without offending God, and to get on as well as you can with 
those you have to deal with, so that they may like talking to you and want to follow your way of life and 
conversation, and not be frightened and put off by virtue. This is very important for nuns: the holier they 
are, the more sociable they should be with their sisters. Although you may be very sorry if all your sisters' 
conversation is not just as you would like it to be, never keep aloof from them if you wish to help them and 
to have their love. We must try hard to be pleasant, and to humor the people we deal with and make them 
like us, especially our sisters. 

from ‘Way of Perfection’ ch. 41  
  
Another temptation comes from the distress caused by the sins and failings which we see in others, for 

we all have a zeal for virtue and so we must learn to understand ourselves and walk warily. The devil tells 
us that this distress arises solely from our desire that God should not be offended and from our concern for 
His honor, and then we immediately try to set matters right. This makes us so excited that it prevents us 
from praying, and the greatest harm of all is that we think this to be a virtue, and a sign of perfection and of 
great zeal for God. … Safety, then, for the soul that practices prayer will consist in its ceasing to be anxious 
about anything and anybody, and in its watching itself and pleasing God. This is most important. If I were 
to describe the mistakes I have seen people make because they trusted in their good intentions! 

from ‘Life’ ch. 13  
  
Be gentle to all and stern with yourself. 

from ‘Maxims’  
  
Do not speak of your temptations and imperfections to the members of your community who have made 

least progress, for if you do this you will harm both yourself and them; speak about them, then, only to 
those who are nearest to perfection. 

from ‘Maxims’  
  
Fall in with the mood of the person to whom you are speaking. Be happy with those who are happy and 

sad with those who are sad. In a word, be all things to all men so that you may gain all men. 
from ‘Maxims’  

  
Let us look at our own shortcomings and leave other people's alone; for those who live carefully 

ordered lives are apt to be shocked at everything and we might well learn very important lessons from the 
persons who shock us. Our outward comportment and behavior may be better than theirs, but this, though 
good, is not the most important thing: there is no reason why we should expect everyone else to travel by 
our own road, and we should not attempt to point them to the spiritual path when perhaps we do not know 
what it is. Even with these desires that God gives us to help others, we may make many mistakes, and thus 
it is better to attempt to do what our Rule tells us—to try to live ever in silence and in hope, and the Lord 
will take care of His own. 

from ‘Interior Castle’ III.ii  
  
Never reprove anyone save discreetly, humbly and with a sense of your own shame. 

from ‘Maxims’  
  
There are some nuns who think themselves so excessively perfect that everything they see appears to 

them wrong: it is always these nuns who have the most faults themselves, but they cannot see their own 
failings and so they throw all the blame on the poor prioress or on others, and worry the superior to death as 
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he tries to put something right which is being done quite well as it is. It is necessary, then, as I have said, 
not to rely on the word of an individual nun when one is proposing to effect improvements, but to enquire 
of the rest; for in a convent where life is so strict it would be an intolerable thing if every superior, or the 
same superior at every visitation, were to issue new orders. 

from ‘Visitation of Convents’  
  
 

Works, actions 
  
They think that the whole thing consists in this [prayer and devotion]. But no, sisters, no; what the Lord 

desires is works. If you see a sick woman to whom you can give some help, never be affected by the fear 
that your devotion will suffer, but take pity on her: if she is in pain, you should feel pain too; if necessary, 
fast so that she may have your food, not so much for her sake as because you know it to be your Lord's 
will. That is true union with His will. Again, if you hear someone being highly praised, be much more 
pleased than if they were praising you; this is really easy if you have humility, for in that case you will be 
sorry to hear yourself praised. To be glad when your sisters' virtues are praised is a great thing, and, when 
we see a fault in someone, we should be as sorry about it as if it were our own and try to conceal it from 
others. 

from ‘Interior Castle’ V.iii  
  
Works are the best proof that the favors which we receive have come from God. … To give our Lord a 

perfect hospitality Mary and Martha must combine. 
from 'The Interior Castle'  

  
 

World, observations, how to live in 
  
Really, I repeat, I did not know how I was going to live: you could have seen that my poor soul was 

worn out. It hears itself being told always to occupy its thoughts with God and to be sure to keep them 
fixed on Him so that it may escape from all kinds of danger. On the other hand, it discovers that it must not 
fail to observe a single point of worldly etiquette, lest it should give offence to those who think this 
etiquette essential to their honor. I used to be simply worn out by all this: my attempts to satisfy people 
were never-ending, for, study to please them as I would, I was always making mistakes, and, as I say, these 
are never overlooked as being unimportant. And is it the case that in religious Orders excuses are made for 
all such things? It might be thought only reasonable that we should be excused from these observances. But 
no; they say that convents should be courts and schools of good breeding. Personally, I simply cannot 
understand this. It has occurred to me that some saint may have said that they ought to be courts to teach 
those who want to be courtiers of Heaven and that this saying may have been wrongly interpreted. But if 
we are careful, as it is right we should be, always to please God and to hate the world, I do not see how at 
the same time we can be so very careful to please those who are living in the world, in matters which are so 
often changing. If these things could be learned once and for all, it might be tolerable. But even for a matter 
like the addressing of letters we need a University professorship, and lectures would have to be given in 
that art, or whatever it is to be called. For in one case one part of the paper has to be left blank, and in 
another case, another part, and the title "Illustrious" has to be given to a man who formerly was not even 
described as "Magnificent". 

I cannot think what we are coming to—for I am not yet fifty, and even in my own short life I have seen 
so many changes that I have no idea how to live. What, then, will it be with those who are now being born 
and whose lives are still before them? I am really sorry for spiritual people who for certain pious reasons 
are obliged to live in the world: the cross they have to bear is a dreadful one. If they could all come to an 
agreement to remain ignorant of these sciences and be willing to be considered so, they would escape a 
great deal of trouble. 

from ‘Life’ ch. 37  
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